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FOREWORD

The Field Survey Report on liquid propellant rockets and pulse jet
engines was prepared at the suggestion of the Policy Committee, in order
that the fundamental research in Project SQUID might be related to other
projects and programs of research in this field, and to problems arising in
the development of rocket and pulse jet engine equipment.

In order to fulfill this purpose the Field Survey Report had to be more
than a brief outline of the work of each contractor, but time did not permit
it to be prepared as a monograph in each branch of the field of propulsion.
The choice of presentation of the work in each volume of the report was
governed in part by the amount of available information and by its relation
to the rese. roh now being sponsored by Project SQUID.

The Policy Committee will use the Field Survey Report as a basis for
adjustments in the research program of Project SQUID, in order to ensure a
more effective attack on the fundamental problems in the field of propulsion.
The Policy Committee hopes that this report may also be useful to scientists
conducting research and development in fields relatirg to propulsion, and to
members of government organizations responsible for the planning and inte-
gration of research programs in propulsion.

HUGH S. TAYLOR, Chairman
Policy Committee, Project SQUID
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PREFACE
The Field Survey Report was prepared by the Technical Survey Group,

Project SQUID, under the direction of Engineering Research Associates, Inc.

The assembly of the material and the preparation of each part of the
report was undertaken as a group effort, to which the staffs of both Princeton
University and Engineering Research Associates, Inc., have contributed.
Mr. F. A. Parker, Project, Organizer, and Mr. W. C. House, Chief Technical
Aide, of the central administrative staff of Project SQUID at Princeton
served as members of the Technical Survpy Group and prepared Volume II.
In addition, Professor J. V. Charyk of the Aeronautical Engineering Depart-
ment at Princeton visited the California Institute of Technology and fur-
nished basic information concerning the research program there. He also
offered many helpful suggestions with regard to several parts of Volume I.

In the preparation of this report the members of the Technical Survey
Group have received the assistance, counsel and cooperation of representa-
tives of the War and Navy Departments and other Government agencies,
and of representatives of academic and industrial laboratories who arc under
contract to the government for research and development in this field.

The authors are indebted to a number of scientists who have reviewed
each part of the report and have offered much constructive criticism. The
authors also wish to express their appreciation for the assistance which was
so generously given by representatives of the Offico of Naval Research and
of the Bureau of Aeronautics.

THE TECHNICAL SURVEY GROUP
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LIQUO) PROPELLANTROCKETS

1. SUMMARY

This reporb considers problems confronting workers ponents of rocket systems is discussed. These agcncies
in the fild of liquid rocket development and sum- employ approximately 567 people of engineering
marizes the work throughout the nation being caliber and 1,367 technicians, mechanics, etc., on 127
directed tc iar(! the immediate solution of those prob- individual task assignments under Army, Navy, or
lems. I tains a brief review of the historical back- other Federal contract. The information presented was
ground .e United States, the underlying principles, obtained through visits to tle agencies concerned and
the design difficulties, and the usefulness of liquid
rocket, pr,,catit power plants. The long-range studic c
are discuiseed in other reports of this Survey (see Specific recommendstions are made for a coordinated

page ii). program of future work.
The tPechnical effort of eighteen known agencies.de- Literature references are listed at the end of this

signing, building, or testing rocket equipment or con- report.

II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

When reduced to its fundamentals an organized object in providing a better means of thoroughly and
overall rocket development program must be directed accurately educating newcomers to the field.
towards the following three points:

1. Reduce specific propellant consumption, B. Detailed Program
2. Reduce weight of all structural parts, A detailed program should consist of the following:
3. Increase utility and rofiability. 1. The study of the chemical kinetics of corn-

To proceed with the greatest efficiency towards these bustion and the rate of reaction of the various superior
goals, the following program is recommended. It is propellant combinations with the purpose of increasing
based on the considered opinions of the experts con- the speed of combustion; thus perhaps making possible
suited in the compilation of this report. a reduction in chamber size with a consequent saving

in weight. This should include the study of combus-
A. General Program ti'n catalysers of all conceivable types such as fuel

1. A theorptical review by an unbiased agency of additives and catalytic walls of the chamber, etc.
all of the known and proposed liquid propellants. This This should also include the study of the effect of low
would include the establishminiL of a practical and paterns on combustion with the view of establishing
consistent means of comparison of systems to the end optimum combustion chamber shape.
that a selection of a small number (ten or less) of 2. The continued gathering of thermodynamic
combinations upon which all national effort could be data on present, new or proposed propellants at high
directed. The selection should be based on these four chamber pressures and temperatures.
fields; aircraft assisted takeoff, aircraft superperfor- 3. The theoretical and experimental study of the
mance, missile launching, missile pr3pulsion. fundamental problems and parameters of liquid-liquid

2. The establishment of a few well-equipped streams mixing in the high pressure and high tempera-
rocket test stations throughout the country rather than ture conditions of the rocket combustion chambers.
a large number of poorly or modestly equipped sta- 4. The theoretical and experimental study of the
tions. fundamental problems and parameters of heat trans-

3. The preparation of suitable textbooks in the fer from the hot gases in the combustion chamber to
field of jet propulsion on a national scale as a means the motor walls, through the walls, and then into a
of organizing the tremendous mass of data now in gaseous or liquid coolant. This shall take into account
existence. This has a secondary but no less important the details in the respective boundary layers and

w- . .. . ' ' i. : - -. - - ----. •*. . . . .* ~7~8~y
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should be extentd to etl er condition.i- ncotimiurd ald ioliil redut htiol through hi, atiaig of the. ]et.t-
in sweat or porous wall cooling and hi ceramic lined izing gas.
walls. 1. Analysis of the problems of combustion chain-

5. The continued development of porous ceranic her pressur in a pumlffed rocket engic in order to
and metal all liner for liquid rocket motors. determine the optimum pressure for maximum overall

6. The study and develolpment of mechanical Qpecifie impulse.
construction methld) to produce a large number of 12. The study of the problems of pumps and

exactly controlled passages through rocket motor walls pIump drives from mechanical, hydraulic, and thermo-
with the in t ent of producing optimum practical cool- dynainic standpoints for Ithe purpose of showing favor-
ing conditions. This may be considered as a hybrid able lines of attack in the design of light ellicient pro-
between multiple-hole film cooling and porous wall pellant punip systems for rocket engines.
sweat cooling. 13. The study of the problems of rotating scals

for high-speed liquid oxygen ain acid pumps.
7. The continuedl study of ceramic liners foe 1.4. Analysis of the heat transfer conditions on

rocket motor. Particular emphasis should be place([ turbine blades for the exhaust jet-driven turbopump.
on the liners which are naturally formed in the opera- It should provide specific answers to the following
tion of diborane motors. questions:

S. The (levelopment of a rational and practical a. How long can a blade remain in the jet with-
method of detailed stress analysis in rocket motors out damage and upon what factors does this depend?
based on experimentally deternined pressures and b. What is the effect of addlig additional motors
loads under running conditions. This should include a around the periphery of the turbine? What is the
study of rocket motor construction methods and pos- limiting number?
sible improvements from the standpoint of ease of c. What is the mechanism of blade cooling?
fabrication, light weight., and optimimn combustion d. What will le the effect of altitude on blade
chamber shape. cooling?

9. An expansion of the l)resent program in ducted e. Can the air cooling be replaced by propellant
rockets or rocket-ramjcts in both the theorcical and vapor? If so, lolu should such coolant be applied to
experimental directions in order to improve the per- the blades?
formance by establishing the parameters affecting the 15. The de elopmpent of instrumentation for the
mixing of hot gas streams at high velocity with lower rapid neaurement of flani.e temlperature and jet
velocity cold streams, velocities. Methods should be developed for hot gas

10. Analysis of the problems of 1)ressure-fed sampling to aid in chemical kinetic and thermo-
rocket power plants with the view of possible weight dynamic studies of combustion.

III. INTRODUCTION

A general discussion is )resented below of the his- first known use of liquid propellants in the United
tory, the fields of usefulness, the problems involved, States and apparently in the iuorld. Dr. Goddard be-
and the factors influencing the development of liquid gan sonic original theuretical Niurk in 1912 and 1913
rocket propulsion bystenr. As many as possible of the at Princeton Univeuiit on sulid propuellant rockets
knouun problemi are enumerated as an outline for the and actual experimmental in\ estigations btganl ill 1915
evaluation of the present national engineering reearch at Clark University. IIdIL A buccessful demonstration
and development program. was made of a rocket operating in a vacuum, thus

clearly illustrating one major advantage of the rocket.
A. Brief History of Liquid Propellant Rockets , report by Dr. Goddard, entitled "A Method of

in the United States Reaching Extreme Altitudes," was published in 1919
Dr. Robert H. Goddard ran the first liquid propel- by the Smithsonian Institution (IS). Thib report

lant rocket motor on November 1, 1923. This rocket covers his early work on solid proplclamit rockets. On
was mounted on a vertical test stand and utilized March 16, 1926, a liquid rocket system of Dr. God-
liquid oxygen and gasoline as propellant. It was the dard's made a short but suceeusful flight. On May 31,

2
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LIQUID PROPELLANT' ROCKE''S

1935, at Roswell, New Mexico, a liquid oxygen gaso- ft., see. IIi6 contiilued inturest and effort 6d to tht
line turbopiump-fed rocket, designed by Goddard, .stabli.hnient of it Burtart of Aeronauliczs project at
ascended to al altitude of 7,500 ft. The motor devel- the U. S..Na.al Engineering Experiment Statin
oped approximately 800-lb. thrust, and since it i\as k USNEIS), Annp.li.-, \Marlanl, for the tl\e'o l,-
fed by a self-sufficient pumping system it can be con- tauilt of a suitable jvt a-.i.ted takeoff t' fl iihg
sidered truly remaikable, for it'.'. ainlmot conlmpletel, boabt. This hrlJutt p .a establi-hud ini .hla 1941. Sob-
the work of one man and in terms of the life of the setilult dk\'lolallmit led to -uecu-sful flight tets of i
liquid rocket field it was well ahelad of its time. This PBY .L0-craft in 'May, 19.13 '.ith Mo 35-second 1,500-
work was sponsored by the Daniel and Florence Gug- lb. thrust ied fumitig ntti i; m id cunnlelcial aniline
genheui Foundation. {DI)-1) rocket units (Fig. 1). These units '.ere later

In "March 1930 the American Rocket Society %a, adapted to naixed acid and lnnoth3 ianmaint. In ,Tll
lounded, and two years later a group of menmber ran 19.12 Dr. Goddard joined th LSN'NEIS group and con-

-• ;their first tests. Numerous tests were tumi thereafter, tinned his duvI'ulpment i\'.ork uinder Blureau of Acro-
with varying success. In December 1941 four mene- nautics, Navy Department sponsorshil).
bers of the above group formed a company, Reaction
Motors, Incorporated, on the strength of the U. S.
Navy Bureau of Aeronautics' interest in jet assisted
takeoff. On March 23, 1942, this group delivered to
the Navy its first regeneratively-cooled rocket motor.
The motor developed 100 to 110-lb. thrust utilizing
liquid oxygen and gasoline its propellants, and was
capable of being throttled froi 50% to 100% rated
thrust. The duration was indefinite and depended on

the supply of propellants. A subsequent improved
model of this motor developed 130 lbs. thrust and was
incorporated in the Naval Engineering Experiment
Station CML-1N in a power plant described in See-
tion IV of this report.

The Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, Califor-
nia Institute of Technology (GALCIT), began spon-
soring some solid l)ropellant rocket research in 1936.
but it was not until 1939 that active work began in the
field of liquid rockets under Army Air Forces sponsor-
ship. This ultimately led to the flight-testing of an
A-20 airl)lane, using two 25-second uncooled 1,000-lb.
thrust red fuming nitric acid-aniline rocket units for jet
ae.istcd takeoff. The flight tests began on April 7, 1942.
In July 1942 a 500-lb. thrust uncooled red fuming nitric
acid-imiline GALCIT t.it was delivered to the Navy, Figure 1. U. S. Naval Engineering Experimental Station
and in September 1942 a similar 1,000-lb. unit was DU-A jet assisted takeoft unit.
accepted.

Since the GALCIT group was part of a non-profit The subsequent developments of the above-
organization and not set up for production work, the mentioned five agencies are shownu in Table III of
GALCIT group formed a corporation in February of Section IV of this report. This represents the total of
1942, known as Super Power, Inc., for the production the nation's effort in a period when rocket research
of any items reques'ed by the services. Later tie namne people were generally looked upon as dreamers. Since
of this organization was changed to Aerojet Engineer- the conclusion of the war and the establibhment of the
ing Corporation. The two GALCIT units described usefulness of the liquid rocket, the group of agencies
above were built by this organization. in the field has increased fourfold.

Robert C. Truax, while still a midshipnan at the
United States Naval Academy, ran a gaseous oxygen- B. The Fields of Usefulnesb of the Liquid Rocket
gasoline rocket motor in September 1937. In 1939 he The two principal advantagub of rockets over all
successfully demonstrated a jet velocity of over 5,000 other knu\\n forims of propuliut arm its ability to

3
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LiQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

function in a vacuum and its independence of thrust COMBUSTION CHAMBER-

with respeet to velocity. "'he consequence of these FUEL

facts are that the rocket increases its thrust or
efficiency with altitude, and that in a vacuum it w,'il
continue to accelerate as long as the propellants are oXIoDZER INJEOR

supplied, or until it approaches the speed of light. It
is Oze only known means of propulsion for travel in
outer space. Other less obvious advantages are sum-
marized " s below:

1. It will function under water. NOZZLE

2. It will develop a greater thrust per unit weight Figure 2. Components of a liquid propellant rocket motor.

ttan all other known means of propulsion at
speeds under 100 mph for periods up to approxi-
inately 60 seconds. converting the high pressure gases into a high velocity

3. It will develop a greater thrust per unit volume jet from which a thrust results.
than all other known means of propulsion at The relation of the thrust to this effective jet
speeds under 100 mph for periods up to approxi- velocity is given by the following equation:
inately 300 seconds. F = me (1)

4. It will develop full thrust in less than a second where F = thrust (lbs.)
after starting the motor. in = mass flow rate (lbs./g.sec.)

The advantages cited above make the rocket useful, c = effective jet velocity (ft./see.)
and in many cases mandatory, for propulsion of the g = gravitational constant (ft./sec./sec.)
following: The thrust and mass flow rate are the basic measure-

1. Guides missiles and sounding rockets. ments of performance taken on rocket test stands.
2. Interceptor aircraft. From these the effective jet velocity is calculated by
3. Superperformance of aircraft, the above equation.
4. Jet assisted takeoff for missiles and aircraft. Another basic parameter of the rocket motor is
5. Torpedoes and! underwater missiles. known as the characteristic velocity. It can be cal-

&Tdditional factors which mnt be considered in the culated from fundamental data by the following
choice of a power plant for a given application are: equation:I

1. Storage and handling of propellants (hazards,
etc.). e* _ / R T/M

2. Reliability. /'(2)
3. Volume from the standpoint of installation and

stowage on board ship. where: c* = characteristic exhaust velocity
4. Availaoility and cost of propellants. -1 = ratio of specific heats of exhaust gases
5. Complexity of design and cost of manufacture in R = universal gas constant

comparison with other systems. T, = absolute temperature of gases
6. Changes in efficiency of present designs by design M = average molecular .:eight of gases

improvements and propellant improvements.
7. Improvement in efficiency or usefulness of com- +

-. petitive propulsion systems. V 2 (y

8. Life, from the standpoint of repeated operation.
The values of T,, M, and r" are calculated from the

C. Pliiciples and Design of Liquid Propellant thermochemical data for the specific propellant com-; . :' RocktMtr binacion used and tie parameter e* may be considered

A liquid propellant rocket motor consists of three as a measure of merit of the propellant. It is seen from
e i s i o c t aequation (2) that a high combustion temperature andese ta"p rs h ij coth o b sio h m r low molecular weight of exhaust products is conducive
and the nozzle (Fig. 2). The injector provides a means lo lecuei of eut roductsui s o
of entrance for the combustible fluid or fluids to the to large values of c* and consequently large values for
combustion chamber where it is burned at a high the effective exhaust velocity.

pressure, and the nozzle then provides a means of 'See Reforence 21, page 146.

4
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Experimentally c* is determined from the following retical value can be obtained from thermuchemical
equation: data by using the following equation:2

c*-- P" ft (3) / 2=I -L (P -Po) f
m c =+th P, p ), (6)

where: P, = absolute chambr pressure (p.s.i.a.) ft
ft = area of nozzle (sq.in.) where" CF, =theoretical thrust coefficient

m = mass flow rate (lbs./g.se.)___

In practice it is usually found that the experime-'tal P1-- P° V

.* varies from the theoretical value by approximately
10%, which is probably due to incomplete combustion, P, = absolute pressure in nozzle exit
internal losses, etc. P, = absolute chamber pressure

Combining equations one and three we arrive at a P. = absolute outside pressure
new equation: f, = nozzle exit area

F P, ftP (4) ft = nozzle throat area
c* The above equation shows the factors that affect the

Replacing c/c* with C. we get: thrust coefficient. Figure 3 shows the effect graphically

F = C , ft (5) for -y = 1.2. From this it is apparent that nozzle
design and thrust coefficient are materially affected

The parameter C. is known as the thrust coefficient. by chamber pressure and outside pressure.
It is related to the characteristic velocity c* and the Two additional parameters are commonly used in
effective exhaust velocity. It is best to determine C, establishing the performance of a rocket motor. They
by test, but where no test data are available, its theo- -Sec Reference 21, page 143.

2.0 Ideal Thrust Coefficient Mexlmul Value-2.4_t

1.8 -C Defined In P G t Report o.3 1940 '

Line oi Maximumn
1.6 -Thrust Coefficient-

CF91 7r

/° I I
1..4

'40

2 4 6 AREA RATIO fC t 20 40 60 80 100

Figure 3. Variation of C for various nozzle throat-exit ratios.



LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS I
are directly related, since they are a measure of pro- the difficulty of determining reaction time, mixing
pellant consumption, and one is simply the inverse of time, etc. For these reasons optimum L* is determined
the other. experimentally. The magnitude of the parameter L*

Specific propellant consumption, W1,, is deter- as defined above does not have general applicability.
imined by: It is a variable that depen(ds on detail chamber

geometry, scale effect, chamber pressure, injector de-
F F g sign, and propellant combination.

Certain agencies have adopted the length of the
Specific impulse, I,, is the "averse of W, and may combustion chamber as a parameter. For moderate

be written: changes in thrust, other conditions being similar, this

Ft F c *C' has a useful value. However, for a very large increase
" -- --- in thrust, a simple sketch (Fig. 4) will show theS w gdifficulty which will be encountered.

where: t = duration (sec.) The ratio of the diameter of the combustion chamber
Wr =- total flow (lbs.) to the diameter of the nozzle throat is also significant,since it determines to a large extent the velocity of
w - the gases in the chamber and hence the heat transfer

t to the walls.
It appears impossible to establish a performance A summary of the factors that affect the detail de-

parameter based on rocket motor combustion chamber sign of the motor are listed below:
geometry. It is reasonable to assume that the com- 1. thrust required.
bustion volume must be large enough to ensure com- 2. propellant.
plete combustion. Immediately several variables come 8. structural materials and permissible weight.
to mind which will affect the time of combustion, such
as type and location of injector, comi;leteness of mix- 4. ingte
ing, kinetics of the reaction of propellant combination, 5. injection.
and path of particles from injector to nozzle throat. 6. ignition.
Practical design and construction considerations have 7. operation .8. operation altitude (nozzle design).
led to the almost universal use of the cylindrical con- 9 faorication.
bustion chamber with the propellant injection system A brief discussion of these variables follows below:
at one end and the nozzle at the other. Because of the
lack of data on the effect of motor geometry, it cannot 1. THRUST REQUIRED. The thrust required deter-
be concluded, however, that the aforementioned mines the physical dimensions of the motor and its
arrangement is the optimum. For very large motors of parts. The lower limit appears to be of the order of
20,000-lb. thrust and greater, the cylindrical combus- 50 to 100 lbs., owing to practical minimum size of in-
tion chamber may no longer be practical. For ex- jector orifices, etc. From present design considerations,
ample, the combustion chamber of the A-4 motor is there appears to be no upper limit to the size of motor
very largely the entrance to the nozzle. which may be built.

The parameter most commonly used to define motor Scale does not appear to have any pronounced effect
geometry is L*, the ratio of the combustion chamber on 0*, although there is some indication of a reduced
volume to the area of the nozzle throat. Thus a mini- C,. for motors under 500-lb. thrust. This, however,
mum L* will produce the lightest motor for a specified may not be substantiated by further accurate testing.
geometrical arrangement. That this parameter is use- It is important to note the effect of chamber pressure
fill may be shown experimentally by tests with vary- on c. There is an increase in jet velocity with in-
ing L*. The characteristic velocity will increase up to creasing chamber pressure, and on this basis the motor
a curtain L* for a given propellant and will then re- would become smaller for increased chamber pres-
main substantially constant for larger values. An sure, as can be seen from equation 5. The decreased
equation may be derived for the optimum condition, area of throat would then decrease the chamber vol-
when the propellants are assumed completely mixed at ume if L* were to remain constant.
the injector and the combustion is complete at the end
of the combustion chamber. But since this equation 2. PROPELLAN'rS. The physical properties of the
requires knowledge of the Teaction kinetics for the propellan's affect design in various manners. These
propellants, it is of little pr~ictical value, because of may be summarized as follows:

6
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c. combustion:
THRUST - 1000 LBS. LN 50 1. temperature.---- T 2. kinetics.

Chamber pressure and combustion volume or L* are
directly related to kinetics and temperature of en-
bustion. The choice of materials of construction is
also de)endcnt on propellants from the stand)oint of
corrosiveness and stability.

THRUST 1 00,000 LBS. L a 50 3. STRUCTURAL MNATERIALS AND PERMISSIBLE
WEIGHT. Once the materials have passed the require-
ments suited to the propellants (see above), the
strength of the materi ! at operating temperature (le-
terinines the wall thicknesses required for the chosen
chamber pressure and feed pressure in the case of
regenerative motors. The theoretical static lressures
on the inner walls in conjunction with the cooling
jacket pressure for regenerative motors can be used
for determining these wall thicknesses, but no tests
to (late have been run to check variation from the
theoretical values. This, of course, will have a pro-
nouncecd effect on the heat transfer, as well as the load
distribution, particularly in the nozzle. Design for

TKR~ z1006000 LBS. x 335 repeated operation or one-shot operation will deter-

mine the weight to some extent by minimum gauge
material selected, as will be shown later.

4. COOLING SYSTEM. The magnitude of the cooling
problem can best be envisioned by a typical example of
the quantities of heat involved. In a 1,000-lb. thrust
motor the heat liberated is approximately 9,850 Btu
per second.' The problem is not as severe as one
might imagine from first examination. Only two to
three per cent of the total heat is involved in the cool-
ing cycle of a regeneratively cooled motor. Approxi-

L mately 40% of the heat is converted into kinetic
energy of the jet and 60% remains as heat energy in
the exhaust gases.

Figure 5 is a curve showing the relative decrease in
THRUST =O0,O00LB$. L 13 cooling surface required on a geometrical basis for in-

creasing thrust rocket motors with a constant L*.
Basically there are four types of cooling systems:

heatl capacity, regenerative, film, and transpiration or
sweat cooling. Heat capacity ty)e motors cannot be
strictly said to have a cooling system, since no new
medium is broughlt into play to continue cooling. How-
ever they are included here for unity of presentation.

Figure 4. Geometrical scale effect for constant chamber a. Heat Capacity type motors arc simply those in
length. which the walls are thick enough to absorb the heat

transferred to them during the running period without
a. heat capacity as a coolant. melting (Fig. 6). These are usually called uncooled
b. viscosity effects on: motors.

1. injector orifice coefficients, In general these motors are heavy and can only be
2. pressure drop in cooling jacket, used for periods of twenty-five seconds or less; but in
3. mixing qualities. 'See Reference 21, page 394.

7
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u -- - - - - -Figure 6. Uncooked rocket motor.

.6 - -the caseq of nitromctlhane 01 hydrogen per oxide cold
g --units this period is much longer, due to the lower

chamber temperatures inv'olved. Ceramic coatings
4 would probably increase the life if they could be pre-

ventedl from cracking off due to thermal effects. As
- -- - ---- --- mentioned above, the weight of these chambers makes

themn useful only in assisted takeoff of aircraft appli-
.2 - - - ---- ---- cations, where w'eight requirements are not so severe.

The specific fuel consumption is also usually higher
I (since these motors are normally run with an excess

- 0 0 -- - - - - -of fuel) in bipropellant systems, to maintain a lower
0 Io 40 s0 80 100 chamber temperature.

1000 IS.TRUSTb. Regcncrativcly cooled motors are the most com-
Figure 5. Relative cooling area decrease for constant L* monly used today. Figure 7 indicates their general

W-4 otors. nature.

..

4.-L 1- "PN N -a

I Figure 7. Regeneratively cooled rocket mot or.
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I,,

TYPICAL INLETS

THIN SINGLE WALL
% MOTOR CONSTRUCTION

~COOLANT INLET MANIFOLDS-

Figure 8. Goddard tangential inlet. film cooling.

The primary advantage is that the heat transferred c. Film cooling of motors was satisfactorily demon-
to the combustion chamber wall and thence to the strated as long ago as 1935 in R. H. Goddard's sound-
cooling propellant, is returned to the Lhamber. These ing rocket. The principle consists essentially in inject-
motors may take several forms. In a bipropellant ing extra fuel or a coolant through openings in the
system one propellant may be used to cool both nozzle clhamber wall, so that a film exists between the hot
and chamber, or one may be used to cool the nozzle gases and the chamber wall. The heat of vaporization
and the other the chamber. One agency is developing and insulation provided by the coolant keel) the wall
a system where a third propellant called the coolant temperature down within the safe limits. The subse-
is used to cool the nozzle and then is subsequently in- quent burning or vaporization of the coolant decreases
jected into the chamber. the loss over the propellant flow which would be

For the commonly used propellants and chamber present if additional action did not exist. Dr. Goddard
pressures of today the regenerative motor has been used a tangential injection of the coolant as shown in
quite satisfactory, but a doubt exists as to its practi- Fig. 8.
cality with the higher chamber pressures and high A combined regeneratively cooled and film cooled
energy propellants proposed for use with their conse- motor, similar in principle to the German A-4 or V-2
quent higher combustion temperatures. motor, is shown in Fig. 9. The extra cooling over the

COOLANT OUT COOLANT IN

TO INJECTOR

REGENERATIVE COOLING PASSAGE

INJECTOR.-:4 .HEAD

\,FILM COOLING HOLES

-' Figure 9. Combined regenerative and multiple hole film cooling.
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COOLANT IN

Figure 10. Transpiration or sweilt cooledI motor.

regenerative capacity is provided by the numerous 5. INJECTION. The problems of injecting the pro-
small holes spaced in rings along the chamber andl pelhints into thec combusbtion chamnber and properly

.4 nozzle. mixing themn are as manifold as thcrc are p)ossible pro-
d. Transpiration or sweat cooling to date has not pellant combinations. Thc overall problemi may be

%1 been fully developed. It consists essentially of a porous divided into two sections: the physical or mnechanical
wall for the inner wall or combustion chamber of the characteristics of the injector, and the operating con-
rocket motor (Fig. 10). clitions. These; sections will be broken down in outline

b4The w~all may be either a porous mnetal or a ceramic. form to indicate the variables.
Cooling is effected by the passage of one of the pro- a. Physical or mechanical characteristics of the in-
pellants or a coolant through this wall, so that its pas- jector.
sage cools the wall and its evaporation upon entering 1. openings:

;J the chamber further cools the wall or takes up the g
heat of combustion before it reaches the wall. Evap-a.szhpeanlum rofiivdloe-
oration may take place before the passage is complete, ings
but at present this is considered undesirable. An endo- b. form of approach p~assage
thermic decomposition of a propellant as it passes c. porous wall
through the wall would also aid in the cooling and 2. Orientation:
would thus considerably reduce the flow required, a. axial location in motor such as head or

There is much to be learned about the construction, nozzle end
strength, permeability, and porosity required for these b. radial location in motor
liners. Obviously the requirements will be different '.length of stream between injector face and
for different p~ropellants. This system of cooling offers point of inpingement
many possibilities and must be pursued intensively to d. angularity with reference to motor axis
establish more complete information. e. angularity between impinging streams

10
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LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

f. angularity between resultant of mixed valhe indicates relatively high efficiencies for the con-
stream and motor axis mon types of injectors now in use. Figures 11 and 12

g. distance between impingement point and indicate schematically the tWo )r,,.,'ipal types. Figure
motor wall or turbulizer 11 rel)rescnts the intersecting streani i ype and Fig. 12

b. Operating conditions. rel)rcsents the intersecting spray type. Both types
1. propellant combination: have been used satisfactorily with both spontaneous
a. spontaneous onon-sl)onaneous and non-spontaneous propellants.spntneu or ospnaou

b. speed of reaction There are three additional factors which are impor-
c. physical properties tant in injector design.

(1) liquid or gas a. Combustion stability must be considered. The
(2) temperature phenomenon called "chugging" may be attributed to
(3) density injector design, although this has not been positively
(4) viscosity established.
(5) heat cal)acity including latent hw of b. The motor heat transfer may be substantially

vaporization affected by the orientation of the injector holes or the
2. flow conditions: location of the oxidizer or fuel with respect to the

a. injection l)ressure or feed pressure chamber wall.
b. injection differential pressure c. Safety in injector design requires the prevention
c. flow rates of mixing of the propellants within the injector due
d. mixture ratio to dribbling around the orifices or through leaks at

3. chamber conditions: construction joints. This is especially serious with
a. chamber pressure spontaneous l)ropellants, since an explosion is almost

* b. chamber temperature (also radiation) certain to result.
e. density and viscosity of the burning gases. No serious effort has been applied to injection from
d. turbulence and velocity (direction) of burn- other than the forward end of motors.

ing gases
e. form of chamber 6. IGNITIoN. The use of spontaneously ignitible
f. heat transfer propellants has eliminated the need for a combustion

Needless to say, the taking into account of all these initiator and hence simplified motor design to tisi
variables to form the optimum injector would be a extent. But numeruus useful combinations are not

Stremendous task. It is important to note that the spontaneously combustible, such as liquid oxygen-
present proximity of jet velocity to the theoretical alcohol, and consideration must be given to the

problem.
The basic principle is to provide a sufficient volume

of high temperature gases or a surface at i. temperature

0 0
0

0 0

"Figure 11. Multiple hole injector. Figure 12. Spray injector.
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% SPARK PLUG

.MOTOR

:GASEOUS

---

SFUEL LM

Figure 13. Gaseous oxygen-alcohol igniter.

high enough so that the temperature of the initial flow developments. The problem there is simply to provide
of propellants will be raised to the ignition point before sufficient catalyst and sufficient exposed area to cause
the heat capacity of the incoming propellant absorbs complete decomposition of the peroxide. In cases where
the available heat. There are several possible methods a fuel is used with the peroxide, the fuel entrance was
of accomplishing this: delayed until the initial decomposition of the peroxide

a. Hot gases or combustion products. had been started by the catalyser.
1. liquid or gaseous propellants In practically all cases it is necessary to provide a

2. solid propellants slow build-up of flow of the main propellants to allow

b. Spark (electrical). the igniter to function properly and prevent an ac-

c. Hot surface (electrically heated coil). cumulation of propellants before combustion starts.

d. Catalysis. This is also true with spontaneously ignitible propel-

It is possible to combine two or more of th above lants. Since there is no back pressure in the chamber,

methods. One successful type of igniter developed by and if full feed pressure is applied, the flow rate will

Reaction Motors, Inc., consists of a small chamber be above normal and a hard start will result. In many

using a spaik plug to ignite a small flow of gaseous cases this will be sufficient to damage or destroy the

oxygen and liquid alcohol. This assembly is mounted motor.

in the center of the injector bead, as shown in Fig. 13, 7. LIFE AND OPERATION. Once a rocket motor reaches
and fills a large portion of the combustion chamber a state of thermal equilibrium its duration is limited
with flame just prior to the entrance of the main flow only by the unount of propellant, available. Present-
of liquid oxygen and alcohol. day regencratively cooled motors have demonstrated,

Spark ignition by itself is usually insufficient to without failure, an accumulated operation time of over
handle the ignition of motors of any substantial size. twenty hours.

Solid propellant igniters such as hot-wire-initiated The starting and stopping of motors designed for
black powder, which in turn ignites a slow-burning repeated use imposes certain problems. Foi example,
propellant, have been successfully used with nitro- in. a regenerative motor the inner chamber may col-
methane and liquid oxygen-alcohol or gasoline motors. lapse on shut-down when the full supply pressure oi
The main objection is their one-shot nature. the propellant in the cooling jacket is coupled with the

The use of hot surfaces for ignition has not been water hammer effects of a too rapid shut-down. Also
seriously developed. This is clue probably to the on shut-down, when the propellants are run out and
problem of prevention of melting of such a surface one propellant is used for a coolant, the cooling ceases
if it remained in the chamber after combustion started. for a short period while the motor is btill running.

Catalytic ignitinn has been developed mainly by This is likely to cause overheating, inelting, erosion, or
German agencies for use with hydrogen peroxide. complete collapse of the combustion chamber liner
Sodium and calcium permanganate were the primary and nozzle. In the cabe of nitromnethame reg nerative
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motors, this short period heating may cause decompo- drical form indicateb thu influLnce of fabrication on
sition of the nitromethant and result in a violent ex- motor deign. Permanent abbetubly by ielding, Mhih
plosion. virtually makes repair impossible, has generally been

In the case where the system is expendable and no adopted because it provides a simplC lighth\eight leak-
huIman operator is required, weight may be saved b proof joint. The importance of leak-proof joints can-
cutting safety factors to a minimum and eliminating not be overestimated in rocket motors. Inadvertent
the strength and cooling capacities required at shut- mixing of spontaneous lropellants in confined areas
down. If ignition is required, one-shot type igniters results in explosions, or a small leak of hot conbustion
may be used, which are blown clear as the motor chamber gases often quickly erodes a hole large
starts, thus simplifying the fabrication problem and enough to destroy the motor.
further reducing the weight. Other methods of construction of motors have not

been seriously investigated. One agency, however, has8. 0,FATIxG ALTITUDE. As discussed previously attempted clectro-forming (or electro-plating) metalsand shown in Figure 3 for each given chamber pres- on a low melting point pattern electrode. The dlc-
sure and external pressure, there exists an optimum trode is melted out when the plating has reached
nozzle, whose ratio of exit to throat area gives maxi- sufficient thickness. This system thus lends itself tomum thrust. Thus for a constant chamber pressure a odd shapes and geometrical arrangements. No corn-
rigid nozzle can be designed correctly for only one plete motors have been made to date by this process,
altitude. Where the altitude v'aries continuously the but its development is still underway. Metal spraying
nozzle must be designed for some average altitude might also be adaptable for this purpose.
based on time conditions. For example, using the theo-
retical curves for C., if a nozzle were designed for D. Propellant Feed Systems
mnaximum efficiency at 25,000 ft., with a P, of 300 The problem o! supplying the propellants to the
p.s.i.a., the decrease from maximum possible thrust rccket motor may be divided into two general classes:
coefficient at sea level would be 5%6, and approximately pressurized systems, and pumping systems.
3% for 50,000 ft. Preliminary tests at Aerojet Engi- 1. PRSSURZED SYSTEMS. The essential component.
neering Corporation indicate that only about two- of the pressurized rocket system are the gas storage
thirds of this loss is actually encountered, tank, pressure regulator, propellant tanks, control

9. FABRICATIO2,;. The general adoption of the cylin- valves, and rocket motor. Figure 14 shows a schematic

OXIDIZER

PRESSURE

FUEL

Figure 14. Pressurized rocket system.
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diagram of a typical sys!ein, including minor but Other inert gases have been tried, sueh as CO... It
necessary items such as check valves, etc. The range is generally not satisfactory, ou% ing to itb tendency to
of usefulness of the pressurized rocket system is from freeze in the pressure regulator and to disulve in the
five to fifty seconds. Ii the upper time-region this propellants, causing a loss in pressure.system is heavier and bulkier than the equivalent An inert gas generator fur fie-l ervice hat, been built

puiml)ing system, but in, crent simplicity and lower by the Aerojet Engineering Curpuration for 0'. U. S.
cost warrants its use. Navy. The inert gas is produced by removmg the

The gas pressure tank is filled with an inert gas oxygen from the air by burning it in a gasoline cigine.
from 1,800 to 2,000 lbs./sq. in. and the volume is such The constituents of the gas after purificatiotn and

- ~ that it will comp~letely expel all of the propellants fromt water removal consists of approximately
their respective tatnks at their designed feed pressure. Nitrogen (N ..) 86,
Usually this is of the order of 400 lbs./sq. in. for pres- Carbon dioxide (CO) 12.5%
surized systems. The operation may be described as Carboin monoxide (CO) 1.29%
follows, in Figure 14. Hand valve (1) is opened, Oxygen (0.) 2.00%
allowing the high l)ressure to pass to the pressure Water (H1O) .01%
regulator valk e (2). The motor operation ib controlled It may be possible to impr.ve the efficiency of preb-
by electric valve (3). Opening this valve allows pires- surized systems by heating the gab after it passes
sure to valve (4), which in turn allows the reduced through the regulator. Cooling a small purtion of the
l)ressure to enter the propellant tank, and simultan- mo!or % ith the gas could be used to pro% ide the neceb-
cously the pressure enters hydraulic accumulator (5), sary heat.
which forces oil through restricter (6), and then into
the actuating cylinder of the main control valve (7). 2. PU, XG SvsTE:ms. The essential components of
The propellantb are then free Wn enter the combustion a pumping system are propellant tanks, punip, ouurcc
chamrber (8). The oil accumulator and restrieter of power for the pumps, control valves, and the rocket
valve in the main control valve actuator line are for motor or motors. The pumping system is dependent
the purpose of controlling or restricting the propellant on the size or thrust of the motors but is independent
flow during the starting period. As was described in the of the duration. In general, when a rocket system is
section on ignition, this is necessary to prevent hard required to operate for longer than fifty -econds, it is
starts. Stopping of the system is readily effected by desirable to use pumps.
closing valve (3), which vents the lines between The power required to operate pumps can best be
valves (4) and (7), and hence allows them to close, understood by an example. Approximately 15 h.p. is

The selection of the propellants, size of motor, chain- required to supply the propellants to a 1000-lb. thrust

ber pressure, and duration, determines the size of the rocket motor with a feed pressure of 500 p.s.i.

required pressurizing gas tank. The selection of the ty)e of pump to be used dependsOil several factors:
The selection of a pressurizing gas depends on sev- a. type of drive available,

oral factors, the most important of which is its inert- b. propellant flow required,
ness with respect to the propellants, and second, avail- c. ptat flot toquirtpe
ablt n adig i rceisis c. adaptability of pr'opellant to pump type,

Syngd. suction pressure requirements,

Air is, of course, the most readily available gas, e. delivery pressure required.
but it is unsafe for use with nitromethane or gasoline, Since piroper evaluation of the variables depends
and in some situations where high temperatures are primarily on the types of drives and types of plml)
encountered, with aniline. Air with hydrocarbon available, a brief discussion of the known types is l)re-
vapors present might also be unsafe over acid at high sented below.
pressure. a. Types of Pumps:

Nitrogen is most commonly used, since it may safely 1. Gea.' pumps are of the positive displacement
be compressed over all of the common propellants. It type. They depend on close clearances to avoid slip-
is, of course, not as readily available as air and has page, andi hence are inore satisfactory for liquids of

,_K the additional disadvantage of tending to condense high viscosity. Operation nith nitric acid is undesir-
and go into solution with liquid oxygen. For this rea- able because staimless steel, which generally must be
son helium is used in many experimental setups with used with acid, tend to gall on close clearances. With
liquid oxygen. The lack of availability and cost, how- the low viscosity liquids commonly encountered ih.
ever, prevent widespread use of helium, rocket systems an efficiency of 40% is difficult to ex-
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ceed with a delivery pressure of 500 p.s.i. In general, and is designed for a 6,000-lb. thrust i hitc fuming
when the required volume of flow is above 25 g.p.m. nitric acid-alkoh.il sy-tum. The pumps, and turbine,
and a high viscosit habove 10 centistokes) and low uerv de.igned b. .laie, Coolidge Carter, of Pasadena,
corrosivity are present, the gear pump will be satis- California, for the Naval Air Missiles Test Center,
factory. Rotational speeds of approximately 2,000 Pt. 'Mugu. It is planned to ti i'c the turbine .uith tht
r.p.m, are most common. edge of the exhaust of the four 1,500-lb. thrust motors.

2. Piston pun ps are suitable for low viscosit.y b. Types of Pump Drivs:
fluids requiring hig i delivery pressure. The fine clear- . Acesory drives:
ances required agamn make this type of pump undesir- 1. Accessory drie from the main engine of the
able for usa with acid. Efficiencies as high as 90% may aircraf. Such t drive may be considered in the case

'.- be obtained. However, piston pumps for high flow rates of jet assisted takeoff or superl)erforniance of aircraft.
are considerably heavier than other type pumps to be This drive may be from either a reciprocating engine
discussed. Rotational speeds are generally between or a turbojet. It has a basic fault in that failure of
2,000 and 4,000 r.p.m. the main engine precludes the use of the assisting

3. Turbine and propeller pumps generally are rocket anid hence all safety value is lost. The use of
suited best for low pressure and low flow rates. How- this type of drive has been considered in this country
ever, they may be suitable for booster pul)ps on but not developed primarily for the reason mentioned
centrifugal pumps to prevent cavitation. above. The BiIW Company of Germany, however,

4. Centrifugal pumps are the most suitable for developed such an arrangement for use on the MIE-
all around use with liquid propellants for rockets. The 262 airplane with Bi\IW turbojets.
larger allowable clearances make construction practical 2. G', bled dlrvc from lurbojkt to drive a tur-
with stainless steel and ience satisfactory for acid bine. Ii. this case either air may be taken directly
pumping. The effici~i cy is not appreciably decrea,ed from tu , I'urbujet culpressor or hot gases from one of
with wear, and they are lighter than other types fur the rinibustion chambers of the turbojet. The difficulty
supplying the necessary flow rates and delivery pres- or aault with this idea is the same as that for the
sures required in rockets. Efficiencies of the order of a",xiliary dri e systcnib. No serious attempt has been
65% to 85% may be realized with proper uction pres- miade to develop this system, although it may be
sures. The high operating speeds 10,000 to 30,000 developed as t means of starting the turbine for a
r.p.m. make it, suitable fo use with a high speed tur- turbopump rocket system. This is under consideration
bine. Liquid oxygen has been successfully pumped at by the Curtiss Propeller Division of the Curtiss-
12,000 r.p.m. and acid and aniline up to 30,000 r.p.m. Wright Corporation.
Figure 15 shows a pair of centrifugal pumps nmounted 3. A wind proptller or turbint has been proposed
with their turbine drive. This assembly weighs 4.5 lbs. for a pump l) drive. This system would only be useful

in the subsonic range and the complications of variable
pitch blades to maintain constant output for even aI, moderate range of speeds would be difficult in propor-
tion to the end result. Even then the fuel consumption
in overcoming the additional drag would be approxi-
mately twice that for a turbopumnp installation.

4. The liquid propellant combustion pot and gas
turbine, commonly known as a turbopump system or
turborocket, has the greatest number of advantages
for many applications. The power to drive the tur-
bine is derived from a small combustion chamber
which uses eithr the same propellants as the main
rocket system or it may use a separate fuel or oxidizer
or both. In some eases a diluent, such as water, is re-
quired to reduce the gas temperature before passing
through the turbine blades. The propellant flow re-
quired for this drive may vary from 1.5% to 3c of the
total flow rate of the system, depending on the
efficiency of the design. The advantage of this system

Figure 15. TCrocket exhatst-driv.Iu turbine and pups, of turbine drive for l)umps is in the high speed which
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lends itself readily to direct drive of centrifugal pumps. to prevent overheating. With prestart readings up to
Efficient design can produce a power plant which will pressure the operator may open valves (1.) and (15)
weigh under one lb./h.p. and allow the propellants to enter the rocket motor

The A-4 German missile represents a turbopunip (16). Stopping of the system requires closing of
system where a separate set of propellants is used in valves (3), (1.1), and (15), and the opening of vent
the combustion pot from that used in the main rocket. valves (17) and (18) on the propellat tanks.
Hydrogen peroxide and a catalyst are used in the 5. Exhaust turbopump drive is also a turbine for
turbine combustion pot while liquid oxygen and alco- driving the pumps but in this case the turbine is
hol are used in the main system. driven by the exhaust gases of the main rocket motor

Figure 16 below represents schematically a simpli- or motors. Figure 17 shows a test setup at the Naval
fled system using common propellants. Spontaneously Air Missiles Test Center for an exhaust turbopump
combustible propellants are assumed and all timing drive with pumps mounted for operation with mixed
and pressure switches are left out to avoid complica- acid and monoethylaniline on a 220-1b. thrust motor.
tion in explanation. A small tank (1) is required for This type of (Irive eliminatcs the necessity for a special
low pressurization to l)revent pump cavitation. This combustion pot and its controls but adds the require-
will vary from 10 to 30 p.s.i., depending on the pro- ment of a starting system to get the turbine and
pellants used. Pressure regulator (2) reduces the pres- pumps up to a speed sufficient to start the motor. This
sure to the required value and electrically operated starting system, however, need not be part of the
valve (3) is used to release this pressure to the pro- vehicle. Figure 18 represents a simplified schematic

pellant tanks (4) and (5). Valves (6) and (7) may drawing of this type of system and illustrates the de-
then be opened to allow the propellants to enter the crease in controls required for operation in comparison
combustion pot (8). This is sufficient to start the tur- to the system described in Fig. 16. Pump suction hea
bine (9) and pumps (10) and (11). When the dis- pressurization and starting air tank (1) supplies gas
charge pr-ssure reaches a certain value, a pressure to pressure regulator (2), and valve (3) releases the
switch opens valves (12) and (13) and closes valves reduced pressure to propellant tanks (4) and (5) and
(6) and (7). The turbine and pumps will then come to starting air valve (8). Propellant valves (6) and
up to speed and the necessary propellant is by-passed (7) may then be opened simultaneously with starting

.4D

Figure 16. Turbopump rocket system.
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may be m-ed tj cluse A alvc tS' tstop the starting air.
Stopping is aecomplished by closing %alves t3l, t6),
and (71 and opening N alves 1131 and Itlt to vent the

• tanks.
1cli uxiaust turbopuini driv % , as fi rst proplo.ted alnd

tested by Dr. Goddard, and dveh-lopmint has ince
bei carried out by the Na al Air M,.ilv Test Center

- and the Eclipse P'ioneer Div ision ef the Bendix Avia-
tion Corporation in conjunction with Reaction Motors,
Inc. It is felt that this system may be lighter than
the equivalent turbopun p rocket, provided aequate
cooling of *he turbine can be maintained at altitude.

6. An auxiliary engine diLve for rocket propellhnt
pumps has been developed for a 6,000-lb. thrust acid-
aniline system by the Aerojet Engineering Corporation
under Navy sponsorship. Small aircraft engines are
available in the horsepower range required for such
systems, but these engines are not supercharged and
hence are suitable for low altitude work only. These
systems are inherently heavier than the turbopumnp
type systems, because the driving engines usually
weight 2 to 3 lbs./h.p.

7. The acrotojet and the centrojet are schemes
for mounting the rocket motors on a shaft in such a
manner as to cause rotation of the shaft when the

Figure 17. CML-4N exhaust turbopump test setup. motor is operating (Fig. 19). The rotating shaft is
then used to drive pumps. A 2,000-lb. rocket system has

air valve (8). As the turbine comes up to speed, the been built, utilizing this principle, by the Aerojet En-
pumps (10) and (11) start to supply propellants to ginecering Corporation under Army Air Forces sponsor-
motor (12). The motor exhaust then starts to drive ship. Serious difficulties, howei -r, have been encoun-
the turbine and a chamber pressure operated sA\itch tered in connection with combubtio.a and injection in

I0

Figure 18. Exhaust turbopump rocket system.

17
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Figure 19. Principle of Aerotoict.

the rotating chambers. The problem has not been Liquid Propellant Rocket Motors. The principal fac-
satisfactorily solved at this time and it is felt that this tors in increasing the characteristic jet velocity were
system witi ne inherently heavier than other means of shown to be high combustion temperature and low
pump drive, average molecular weight of exhaust gases. The char-

The centrojet is essentially an extension of the aero- acteristic velocity c may be used to compare various
tojet principle, in which a single chamber rotates at propellant combinations, but it has become the gen-
higher speeds and hence the ,.entrifugal action of the eral practice to use the specific impulse Ip,. In addi-
propellant in the lines extending from the pump out- tion, the density impulse Id has been found to be use-
ward to the motor is utilized in raising the delivery ful, since it gives an indication of the volume required
pressure. This is accomplished by two or more skewed to handle the propellants. This is particularly impor-
nozzles on the chamber so that rotation results. The tant in missile applications where drag must be con-'-.1. inherent difficulties of the aerotojet are still present, sidered, but it must be remembered that it has no
however, fundamental significance with regard to motor per-

formance. Density impulse is determined simply by
. P l fmultiplying the density of the propellant combination,

E. Lmquid Propellants for Rockets in the c.g.s. system, by the specific impulse, thus:
The choice of liquid propellants for a given rocket Id = IV X p

system depends upon several factors: (1) availability, A summary is presented below in Table I of the
(2) specific impulse, (3) density, (4) properties most common or most promising propellant combina-
(chemical and physical), and (5) safety and handling tions thus far investigated on either a theoretical or
characteristics. The availability, safety, and handling an experimental basis. The systems are listed by oxi-
characteristics are factors which will influence the dizer for ease of reference. This table, with certain
choice in varying degree,, depending on the urgency modifications, was made up from references (23) and

the situation. Since urgency will vary from time to (31). Table II gives some of the physical and chemi-
time, it must be kept in mind constantly. cal properties of the more well-known propellants (19).

The performance parameters of liquid propellants A more detailed account of the field of rocket pro-
for rockets are essentially the same as those described pellants will be found in Volume I, Part 2, Fuels, of
under Section C, above, on Principles and Design of this survey series.

18
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Table I. Liquid Rocket Propellant Performance Data.

Abs.
Chamber Chamber

Mixture Ratio Bulk Temperature Pressure in
'A Oxidizer/Fuel Density oR Atmospheres Id

Oxidizer.Flourne

Hydiazine 1.186 1.061 6,970 20.0 292 310
Hydrazine 2.371 1.078 9,500 20.0 3125 337
Hydrogen 18.85 .637 10,210 20.0 352 224
Iydrogen 9.42 .366 8,530 20.0 371 136

Hydrogen 6.28 .270 6,296 20.0 352.5 95
Hydrogen 4.72 .221 5,586 20.0 357 79
Lithium 2.738 .861 15,020 20.0 351 302
Lithium 1.368 .762 5,679 20.0 259 197776/2itim .122 .475 7,134 20.0 339 16177.6%/ Lit hinxn;
22.4% Hydrogen
63.3% Lithium;
36.7% Hydrogen 1.731 .342 5,420 20.0 335 115
53.6% Lithium;
46A% Hydrogen 1.464 .274 4,700 20.0 346 95

Oxidizcr-Hydrogeu Peroxide

5401% Ethylene Dimnine;
45.21/ HO 1.243 1.174 3,140 20A 196.3 231
Hydrazine 1.415 1.237 4,890 20.4 249 308
Methyl Alcohol 3.68 1.190 4,590 20.4 225 268
Nitromethane 1.50 1.27 5,350 20A 227 289
93.4% Nitromethane;
6.6% methyl alcohol 0.333 1.11 4,950 20.4 226 250
Nitromethane; 35% Nitroethane - 1.155 - 20.4 218 253

Oxi,,zer-Mixed Nitric Acid

Monoethylaniline 4.60 1.396 5,060 23 210 293

Oxidizer-Red Fuming
Nitric Acid

Aniline 3.00 1.390 5,525 20.4 220.5 307
Ethyl Alcohol 2.90 1.26 5,330 20.4 218.0 274
Hydrazinc .772 1.180 4,510 20.0 243 288

Oxidizer-I Vhile Fuming

Nitric Acid

Furfuryl Alcohol 1.90 1.355 4,753 20.0 213 287
Tonka - 1.354 - - 226 306
Aniline 3.00 1.349 5,360 20.4 219 296

Oxidizer-Nitrogen Dioxide

Acetylene 2 94 1.09 6,220 23.0 256 279
31.7% Acetylene;
ffl.3% Ammonia 2.24 1.12 5,530 23.0 244 274

L Propane 4.153 1.125 5,580 23.0 238 268

Oxidizer-Liquid Oxygen

Acetylene 1.230 .5i9 6,474 20.0 266 138
48.6% Aluminum;
51A% Octane 2.260 1.12 6,060 20.0 247 277
Aluminum Borohydride 2 668 .860 5,890 20.0 250 215

Ell Aluminum Borohydride 1.334 .737 7,510 20.0 288 212
Aluminum Trimethyl 1.000 .940 6,160 20.0 250 235

n-" " ' ''f ] .. . i '4 4. i .. . .- -- - , ,. -•



LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

Table I. Liquid Rocket Propellant Performance Data. (Continued)

Abs.
Chamber Chamber

Mixture Ratio Density Temperature Pressure in
Oxidizer/Fuel Bulk OR Atmospheres 1sp id

Oxidizer-Liquid Oxygen

Ammonia 1.41 .978 5,410 20.4 255 250

o300 Beryllium; 1.75 1.02 7,120 20.0 253 258
70.0o Octane
Beryllium Dimethyl 1.23 - 6,160 20.0 270 -

Boron 2.33 1.A97 22,012 20.0 278 416

64.2% Boron; 35.8% Hydrogen 2.12 .365 5,892 20.0 330 120

Diacetylene 1.28 - 7,640 20.0 271 -

Diborane 3.470 .852 .7,520 20.0 240.5 206

Diborane 1.734 .728 7,560 20.0 294 214

Dipropargyl 3.076 .961 5,654 20.0 247 237

Ethane 1.070 .760 1,910* 20.4 ISO 137
Ethyl Alcohol (100%) 1.50 .966 5,720 20.4 243 235

75 Ethyl Alcohol; 1.275 .992 5,530 20.0 233 231
25% Water
Gasoline 2.51 .978 5,930 20A 242 236

48.8% Gasoline and 1.198 .931 5,290 20.4 221.5 207
51.2% Nitrogen
Hydrazine 1.00 1.072 5,900 20.4 257 276
Hydrogen 4.00 .284 5,500 20.0 253 100
Lithium 1.152 .662 i3,500 20.0 318 210

77.5% Lithium; S89 .286 4,470 20.0 296 85
22.5% Hydrogen
Lithium Borohydride 2.938 .90 6,970 20.0 259 233

Lithium Borohydride 1A69 .83 8,810 20.0 306 254
Methane 3.00 .804 5,500 20.0 254 204
Methyl Alcohol 1.25 .955 5,640 20.0 237 226
Methylamine 2.067 .985 6,100 20.4 266 262
Nitromethane .0766 1.139 5,160 20.4 225.5 256
Ethylene 1.15 .774 - 20.4 236 182

Oxidizer- 1a ter

Diborane 2.00 .706 - 20.4 200 141

Monopropellants
Diethylene-glycol

Dinitrate (100%) - 1A83 4,590 20.4 215 319
Nitro Benzine (10%) - 1.181 3,960 20.4 204 241
Ethyl Nitrate (1000) - - 3,530 20.4 203 -

Hydrogen Peroxide (100%) - 1.463 2,258 20.4 146 213
87% Hydrogen Peroxide; - 1.381 - 20.4 126.3 175
13% Water
80% Methyl Nitrate; - - 4,370 20.4 221
20% Methyl Alcohol
70% Nitroglycerine; - - 4,950 20.4 217
30% Nitrobenzine
Nitromnethane - 1.139 4,590 20.3 222 247

90%j Nitromethane;2490% Nitromeaine; 1.18 3,980 20.4 211 24810%j Nitrobenzine

83% Nitromethane; 1.123 3,940 20.4 206
17% Nitrobenzine 232

*This value appears too low.
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LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

A study of Table I indicates that the following pro-
pellant, combinations are superior on the basis of
density impulse and reasonable chamber temperature.
It is also interesting to note that none of the so-called
high energy fuels are present on the list. This table
does not represent a complete evaluation of all the
propellants but rather an indication of a halting place
to take stock of the overall situation.

Propellant Combination I4

Hydrazine-Flourine 337
Hydrazine-Hydrogen Peroxide 307
Hydrazine-Red Fuming Nitric Acid 288
Hydrazine-Liquid Oxygen 279
Aniline-Red Fuming Nitric Acid 307
Aniline-White Fuming Nitric Acid 294
Monoethylaniline-Mixed Acid 293
Nitromethane-Hydrogen Peroxide 276
Methyl Alcohol-Hydrogen Peroxide 278
Tonka-White Fuming Nitric-Acid 306

21
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LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

IV. COMPLETED DEVELOPMENTS

Complete detailed information is not readily avail- 13% Water
able for all of the liquid rocket systems developed in Potassium Cuprocyanide in Solution
this country, but in many cases it can be obtained GAS Gasoline
from the agency concerned. A minimum of informa- HO. Concentrated Hydrogen Peroxide
tion has been selected and tabulated for those units JP-1 Kerosene type turbojet fuel
developed under military sponsorship. There is one LIQ.H., Liquid Hydrogen
exception to this in the 800-lb. thrust turborocket of LIQ.O., Liquid Oxygen
R. H. Goddard, which was developed with the aid of MA Mixed Acid (approximately 90,,c
the Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Foundation in HNO, 10% H.S0 4 )

1934 and 1935. Figures 20 through 27 are included to MEA Monoethylaniline
show typical examples of completed developments. N.H 4  Anhydrous Hydrazine

A tible covering the major German developments NA White Nitric Acid
has been included for reference purposes. NaMnO 4  Sodium Permanganate

The following abbreviations are used in Tables III NM Nitromethane
and IV. Table V covers the current liquid rocket sys- 0. Gaseous Oxygen
terns under development. Oxid. Oxidizer

RFNA Red Fuming Nitric Acid
Abbreviations Tonka 50% Triethylamine

Agencies: 50% Xylidines
AAF Army Air Forces Visol 40% Isopropyl Alcohol
BMW Bayerische Motor Works, Germany 40% Vinyl Ether
Bendix Eclipse Pioneer Division, Bendix Avia- 2o Water

tion Corporation 18% Dopes for controlling ignition rate
BuAer U. S. Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics
CVAC Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
GALCIT Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, Miscellaneous:

California Institute of Technology A/N Army-Navy
HWK Walter Works, Kiel, Germany Airp. Airplane
NAA North American Aviation, Inc. Comp. Compounds
NAMTC Naval Air Missiles Test Center, Pt. Cont. Continuous

Mugu, California Corp. Corporal
NEES Naval Engineering Experiment Station, Exp. Experimental

Annapolis, Maryland HASR High Altitude Sounding Rocket
RMI Reaction Motors, Inc. JATO Jet Assisted Takeoff

Min. Minutes
Propellants: Miss. Missile

ALC Alcohol P/A Pilotless Aircraft
AN Aniline Press. Pressurized

B Stoff Hydrazine Hydrate Prod. Production
Ca (MnO4) 2 Calcium Permanganate Prop. Propulsion
C Stoff 30' Hydrogen Peroxide Var. Variable Thrust

57% Methyl Alcohol Wt. Weight

23
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N

Figure 20. Reaction Motors, Inc., CML-2N "Gorgoni" rocket

mnotor.

Figuire 22. Reaction AMotorw, Iir., CIHN "lu-k" rock-,(
mnotors.

- Figure 21. Reaction Motors, Inc., CML-2N production. Figure 23. Aerojet 25ALDIOGO jet atssisted takeoff unit.

Figure 21. Aerojet 38ALD)V1500 jet assisted takeoff unit.
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Figure 5. Aerojet X40ALD3000 jet a 7isted takeoff unit,

Figure A . Reaction Mlotors; Inc., 1500',4C XS-1 rocket power
. plant.

Figure 27. Reacion Motors, Inc., 1500N4C test stand opera-

tion.
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V. REVIEW OF CURRENT LIQUID ROCKET ENGINiERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Approximately 75/0 of the cairrent development This uork is being done under Bureau of Orl-
work in liquid rockets can be conveniently divided into nance Contract NOrd-9837.
four propellant systems. These are: c. A 2,600-lb. thrust red-fuming nitric acid and

1. Acid oxidizer systems. anilim furfuryl alohol system complete with valves
2. Gaseous and liquid oxygen oxidizei systems. and regulators is being produced for the NIKE mis-
3. lydrogen peroxide systems. sue. Ten units are required and nine have been

A 4. Nitromethane systems. delivered. The motors weigh 3S lbs. and deliver 2600-
The work of the various agencies in each of the lb. thrust at sea-level at a specific impulse between

above categories is taken up alphabetically and out- 186 and 193 lb. sec., lb. for 21 seconds. A program for
lined belo%%. Three additional sections are included to %%ork in the next fiscal year calls for 2 lightweight
cover the remaining problems. These are. motors and systems using dial)hragun starting. The

45. General propellant studiev-, including high energ3 princ contract for this wo rk i6 held by Bell Telephone
fuels and systems. Laboratories with Army Ordnance. Aerojet holds a

6. Rocket motor cooling, combustiun chamber, and subcontract w\ith Douglas Aircraft %%ho in turn holds a
injector studies. subcontract with Bell Telephone Laboratories.

7. Component development and miscellaneous d. A 4,000-lb. thrust 60--econd red fuming nitric
liquid rocket problems. acid and 801I aniline, 20% furfuryl alcohol pressurized

Table V summarizes the problem-, directed tow ard droppable .JATO unit is being developed for the XB-45
the desiga or levelopment of a specific power plant. airplane. This unit ib designated 60ALD1000. The
TIe abbreviations on page 23 are used here. Tech- motor weighs 15 lbs. and valves S lbs. Specific impulse
nical progress, in general, is covered up to March is 186-193 lb. sece.lb. All components are ready for
1, 1947. In a few% cases the data are more recent and test, but two l)rototype motors have been redesigned
others somewhat earlier, for test due to difficulties encountered in cooling at

shutoff. Fifteen units are on order and an additional
A. Nitric Acid Oxidizcr Systems and Components 12 sets of spare motor and valve assemblies will be
1. Ar.ROJET ENGINERING CORPORATION. required. This work is Phase 1 of Army Air Forces

a. A 1,000-lb. thrust acid-aniline unit for a ground Contract No. W-33-038-ac-14549.
to air missile. The preliminai, design is complete and c. A -,000-lb. thrust red fuming nitric acid and
the unit will be a lightweight pressurized system with S0%' aniline, 20 furfuryl alcohol JATO unit is under
diaphragm starting. Boeing Aircraft is the prime con- development for the XB-47 airplane. The motor and
tractor. valve assembly will be the same as for the 60ALD4000

b. A 2,600-lb. thrust red fuming nitric acid- unit above. However, in this case the unit will be a
aniline and furfuryl alcohol pressurized system for fixed installation. Consideration has been given to
the Aerobee XASR-1 Sounding Rocket. The system drixing the turbine foi die propellant pinips from the
incorporates diaphragm starting and has a design turbojet air supply. This has not been definitely
duration of 45 seconds. The exhaust nozzle has an established and may turn out to be imprmctical. Design
area ratio of 5.5, giving full expansion at 15,000 ft. and studies are underway. This work is Phase 2 of Army
a maximum or vacuum thrust of 3,100 lbs. The Air Forces Contract \\-33-038-ac-14549.
combustion chamber pressture is 300 p.s.i. for 2,600-lb. f. A 40,000-lb. thrust 90-becond turbopump-fed
sealevel thrust. The motor, complete w\ith burst rocket engine, tentatively using white nitric acid and
diaphragm. holders and filters, weighs 30 lbs. Specific furfuryl Ilcohol ah prUpellants, is under dcelopmnent.
impulse is 193 lb. bec.,'lb. Twenty units total are The problem is purely experimental and hats no specific
required. al)plication. The design study is complete and in-

The prototype design is approximately 90% cum- eluds pousible Nariation in thrust do n to 10,000 lbs.
* plete. Preliminary tests were run on a 1,000-lb. motor by variation of feed lpresbure. A 20,000-1b. motor w\ill

fired vertically and u-ing diaphragm starting. Proto- be built to run initial tests and gain information on
- type tests are completed, and the unit is in production. the problem. This motor i\ill be N\ater-cooled fur the
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LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

first tests but eventually will be cooled with the fuel, type rocket, particularly for ordnance applications.
if practical. The choice of 20,000 lbs. for the initial The chief problem will be the attainment of extremely
test motor was influenced by the fact that it is felt short starting periods.
that 20,000 lbs. is the largest size motor that may be d. Highest priority is being given to experimental
safely run at the Azusa plant. studies on a 200-lb. scale of nitric acid-hydrazine

A screw pump design similar to that of the ME- motors. The test work is being carefully planned since
163 Walter booster pump is being investigated as the only limited quantities of the very expensive hydrazine
first stage of a two-stage fuel pump. Tests will be run are available. It is hoped to obtain sufficient data to
with an electric motor drive to study the feasibility of guide the design of a 2000-lb. thrust regeneratively-
this design and with particular reference to minimum cooled motor.
tank pressures to prevent cavitation. The two-stage e. Among contemplated programs are included
pump is propose([ with the motor cooling jacket be- studies on nitric acid-amnmonia units and systematic
tween stages to reduce the compression load on the tests of the influences of propellant temperature on
combustion chamber. performance. Equipment for the latter work is on

The preliminary design stu(y of this project is hand and actual test work should be forthcoming very
included in Aerojet Report No. 219. Army Air Forces shortly.
Contract W-33-038-ac-15309 covers this development. f. The JPL has also carried through the design

2. BF.Dxx AvIATION COIPOIIATION, ECLIiSE PIoNERF and developlment of the nitric acid-aniline motor used
DivisioN. in the WAC Corporal. Refinements on the design have

a. A pumping system for a 620-lb. thrust mixed been made and considerably higher performance is
acid and monoethylaniline rocket, designated the expected in future tests. The design of the 20,000-lb.
CIMIAN-1 is being developed. Reaction Motors, Inc., thrust propulsion unit for the Corporal, a 10,000- to
as a subcontractor is to supply the 220-lb. and 400-lb. 12,000-lb. test vehicle with a range of 50 to 85 miles,
thrust motors, propellant valves, and test facilities, has occupied the laboratory for some time. Two con-
The developmenit of this engine is essentially the figurations are involved. The first, designated as
development of the pulmping system, and it is about Corporal E, is to use a pressure feed system. The
75% complete. The system is required to deliver a second design, designated as Corporal F, utilizes a
220-lb. continuous thrust with a 400-lb. intermittent turbopunip system. This work is being (lone under the
thrust when required. This unit will be required to sponsorship of Army Ordnance.
operate for three minutes. The weight including 4. M. W. KELLOGG COMIPANY.
pumping system is approximately 35 lbs. The work is a. A 6,000-lb. thrust rocket motor is being devel-
being carried out under Bureau of Aeronautics Con- oped. This rocket will be the result of a survey pro-
tracts NOa(s) 8060 and NOa(s) 8396. gram on possible rocket propellants for aircraft use.

3. JRT PRoPuLsIo, LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTI- The study is approximately three-fourths complete.
TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. The conventional fuels (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

a. A program is under way to obtain data on and oxygen compounds) are about finished, and it is
motors using furfuryl alcohol with wlhite fuming nitric planned to do some analytical work with boron and
acid. This combination possesses certain handling halogen flouride compounds. Results so far indicate
advantages over the red fuming nitric acid-aniline the choice of white funing nitric acid and anhydrous
combination. The considerable decrease in toxicity hydrazine.
may compensate for a slight loss in specific impulse. One thousand pounds of anhydrous hydrazine were

b. An extensive program is iflanned on the de- purchased from the Fairmount Chemical Company.
velopment, of acid-type motors operating at high Funds remaining for this project will not permit the
chamber pressures. Fur turborocket systems it appears purchase of more of this propellant, but the AAF has
that the combined wveight of propellant and propulsion indicated its intention to purify and concentrate the
system can be reduced by operatidli at chamber pres- material seized from the Germans and to furnish
sure above those in common use t6iday. The program Kellogg with about three or four tons of the anhydrous
initially calls for studies of performance, heat transfer, material.
etc. at chamber pressures up to about 1,000 p.s.i. The A 50-lb. thrust motor has been run to check the
ultimate aim is the development of a high pressure calculated values of the survey. The principal fuels
regeneratively cooled motor. tested have been: anhydrous hydrazine, hydrazine

c. Experimental studies are planned on the possi- monohydrate, the low freezing point eutectic mixture
bility of producing a high thrust, short duration, acid- of hydrazine and 23% water, and furfuryl alcohol.
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White fining nitric ai(l was mainly used as the The 400-lb. motor is cut in and out, depending upon
oxilizer; some work v jl 90,o peroxide was done. the flight requirements.
Theoretical values aid ALCIT experimental values Six self-pumping runs have been madc on the test
were closely checked. lie hydrazine fuels ignited and setup. Starts and stops are smooth, but a lo frc-
burned well with a ?fiort nonluminous flame. It was quency chug has developed which %Nill have to be
found that the same combustion and injection aeliodb removed before it may be cnsidcred -atisfactor.
could be used for anhydrous hydrazine and for the turbines are installed for each run, the motor is
eutectic mixture, and this suggests a way of getting started by the 30 p.s.i. tank pressurizing air. An aux-
around the freezing difficulties. Impinging jets gave iliary blast of air on the turbine is used to bring tL
satisfactory results. presure up to about 250 p.s.i. where the jet picks up

Additional tests with white fuming nitric acid and and takes over. There appears to be some tendency
hydrazine have been run in a 500-lb. 10-second un- for the system to stabilize at a low chamber pressure
cooled motor. Experimental and calculated values of around 180 p.s.i. Operation of the turbine blades
check well and results als3 are in accord with the in the wrong portion of the lift curve during starting,
50-lb. tests. A few acid-aniline rurs were also made. and acceleration may be responsible for this. An in-

Injection irs not been thoroughly studied. So far a vestigation of this is planned. In general there are no
modified GALCIT design of impinging stremn injector serious problems ahead in the development, an(l in a
Las been used. Other injectors such as cone-splash short time a satisfactory unit is expected. NAMTC
plate and spray have been designed anl will be tested wecldy and monthly progress reports to BuAcr dc-
shortly. scribe the status of the problem.

Future )lans are to design, fabricate, and test a A stand-by crew is available for flight testing of the
1,500-lb. regeneratively cooled motor. Upon satisfac- pressurized "Lark" units at NOTS Inyokern. Some
tory completion of this step the same will be done for difficulty has been experienced in filling the propellant
a 6,000-lb. motor. Experimental work is due"to be tanks with the slosh-preventing, bladders, hut the
completed by September 1, 1947, and the final report problem does not appear to be too serious. Two sue-
two months later. cessful flight tests have been made with the KAQ.

This work is being (lone under Army Air Forces Ranges of about 18 miles and altitudes of about 25,000
Contract W-33-038-ac-13916, restricted classification ft. have been obtained.

41 b. A project (TED-PAU-PP-206) has been set
b. A 14,000-lb. thrust rocket unit is beingdevel- up f the et oT ued G a e entopedto onsst f to cmmbrsonegivng 1OOO0 up for'tic testing of captured German equipment.

opedl to consist of two chambers, one giving a 10,000 'rie ftceuisuenircaiia h xdzrlb. nd he the a ,00-lb.thrst.Eac moor ust Three of these units use nitric acid as the oxidizer.
lb. and the other a 4,000-lb. thrust. Each motor must d The test stand and units are being prepared for test,
be aable of variation of thrust down to 407o and but no tests have been run to date. Lack of personnel
also capable of independent or simultaneous opera- has delayed this work. The tests are being run pri-
tion. A hydrocarbon and nitric acid are specified as manly for educational and familiarization purposes.
propellants. "1. BMW 3395/SK JATO unit ' for 'IE-262.

This contract has only been in effect since February Tlhis is a 2,750-lb. thrust unit utilizing nitric acid and
1, 1947; consequently, little work has bdcn. done. T0i ieamine nit utilnric ayid as

Gasoline50% triehylaine and'50 commercial xylidines as

tested in a 50-lb. motor. Ignition was achieved by a , w. This is a pump-fcd system, deriving its
power from the BMW"111 turbojet on which it wasslug of furfuryl alcohol or hydrazine in the gasoline mone frte 29 tot n wcht as

slug mnountedl. Reference 29 contains an ex~ellent descrip-
feed line. It is planned to try to find additives to make tion of this rocket power plant.
the fuel self-igniting. 2. X-4 anti-aircraft missile power plant. This

This wvork is being done uicder Army Air sorces unit utilizes'nitric acid and aniline as propellants and
Contract A-33-038-ac-15313, confidential assifica- has tubular spiral tanls from which the propellants

are driven by free pistons forced by a pressurizing gas.
5. NAvAL Am MISSILFS TEST CENTER, PT. MUGU, The motor develops a thrust of about 200 lbs. for a

CALIFORNIA. short duration, 10 seconds or under.
a. TED P-AU-PP-204. This assignment covers 3. HS117, ground to air missile power plant.

thle dcvelopment of[th6 "Lark" CML4N turbopumping This rocket power plant utilizes nitric acid as oxidizer
uilit which devblops a 620-lb. thrust maxi mumin with a and 57%, crude ni-xylidinc, 43,, triethylamine as fuel.
2.0-lb. and a 400-b. motor. The turbine is driven by The thrust is approximately 485 lbs. for 57 seconds.
the exhaust of the 220-lb. cruising motor (Fig. 17). The- thiust of this motor is variable by means of cut-
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ting out pairs of injec'or holes, thus holding the mix- includes the %ariation in -pcific-iinlpulsk %'ith pro-
ture ratio constant l iile cutting do%%n the fuel flo , pllant liixtult tatiu anod combus-tion d.,hiabur prc--

c. TED-PAU7-PP-205 is a project for the theoreti- sure. It also includet an il%.e6igation of '.'dite nitric
cal and expltiiental investigation of a high altitude acid, red fuming ,itinic acid and mixted acid %lau used
sounding rocket. The original design calls for a 6,000- %%idi furfu|.t i alcohol. Progrcss oil this problem is
lb. thrust white acid-furfuryl alcohol unit k-ith a 93- relorted in progre-. report-s to the Bureau of Acro-
second duration. A turbine driv,.n by tl}h exhausts of nautics under Cuntract NOats) 8540 Ta.,k Order VII.
tihe four component motors drives the two propellant t. Thu de,,ign, tlc\elupment, cumtruction, and

pulnls. Time pump!) and turbine for this setup has been testing of a 2,000-lb. % ariable thrust nitric acid-
designed and built by .Janmes Coolidge Carter, punlp nmonetlhylanilit rockxt mutor. Variable thrust i.

consultant, of Pasadena, California (Fig. 15). Thn obtained by %'arying the flow rate of the lrol'pellantb

plnlil) turbine combination as delivered \\cighs 4.5 lbs. and b3 the incurporatiun of a %aiabl arua miozzlc
The tests oil this puIp A% ill be run as t5ooI as tile nii\ involving the utsev of i restrictor. This rttrictur nima.

punp test s'and arrives. Detail design of the remain- be inserted or , ithdra\ i front the i uzzlc throat to

ing components has been hampered by lack of quali- N ary the area. The oxidizer is ut-d to cool the motor
fled personnel, jacket and the fuel to cool the restrictor. The unit has

6. RMCTIOx Mo'rots, INCORPORATED. becn designed to use a pressurized propellant feed V

a. The design developmnt and testing of an systel.
igiter for acid-gasoline rocket motors. This work is A standard motor from the A6000C4 liquid oxygen
complete' and was conducted under Task Order VI po\er plant ha been modified to run oil the specified
BuAer Contract NOn(s) 7866. propellants, and satisfactory preliminary runs have

b. The testing and evaluation of iron-free mixed been made withut the rebtrictor. The design is cam-
acid as an oxidizer in the CML5N-1 220-lb. rocket plete, however, and time parts are being fabricated.
motor, irough performance comparison with the This work is being done under Task Order XI of
mixed acid now used as an oxidizer. Numerous tests BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8540.
were run to provide a sound basis of comparison in-
eluding an evaluation of starting characteristics. This B. Gascous and Liquid Oxygcn Oxidizcr Rockt -
work is complete.-, This work was conducted under Systems and Components
Task Order XIII of BuAer Contract NMa(s) 7866. 1. AERoJL-T EmGiNE Nl'G CORPORATION.

c. The design, development and fabrication of
propellant and pressurizing gas, portable servicing a. The original work at Aerojet on gaseous hydro-
equipment to be used primnar'ily in conjunction with gen and oxygen motors was done on BuAer Contract

the "Lark" and "Gorgon" guied missile testing lo- Noa(s) 7968 Task Order No. 6. The two objectives of
the task were: to survey design criteria and material

grams. This equipment includes one acid servicing
unit mounted on a Mark II Bomb Cart, incorporating requirements for high ptrformanc rocket motors, and

a hand-driven pump, two 55-gallon acid drums and to design, build, and test rocket motors using gaseous

suitable transfer hoses, a similar aniline servicing unit, hydrogen and oxygen as propellants with the goal of
a 100 to 400-lb. thrust motor capable of operation forand at pressurization unit mounted on a MXark IllaIIcf

Bomb Cart.. The latter unit incl'des a 12.2 cu.ft./min. one minute without damage while delivering c

3,000 p.s.i. air con.messor, and suitable storage and impulse of 300 seconds.
transfer equipment. The following tests were conducted in performancetranfer quipentof tile contract (6) :

This equipment is practically complete and six sets
of units are required under BuAcr Contract NIa(s) 1. A 165-1b. thrust porous bronze motor cooled

8358. by water transpiration wvas run for a total of 105

d. An experimental investigation is being con- seconds. Jet velocity was 9,330 ft.'se., I,, = 291.

ducted to detern:ne the performance characteristics 2. A 100-lb. thrust motor with one part at a

of furfuryl alcohol and other fuels when used in com- time cooled by \\ atcr transpiration v\ as run for a total

bination with nitric acid as an oxidizer. The work of 371 seconds. Performance was unsatisfactory, due

"'Progres Report on Acid-Gasoline Igniter," Reaction Motors, to excess coolant requirements.
Inc., dated 15 May 1946 and Development of a Coa- 3. A 100-lb. thrust porous ceramic motor
pressed Air-Gasoline Igniter," Reaction Motors, Inc., cooled by the propcllant gabes was run for a total
(tatted 22 August 1946.date 22 Augut 146.time of 72 seconds, but it failed onl ach run due to

5"Testing and Evaluation of Iron Free Acid," Reaction Motors,
Inc., Report No. 168N-1, dated 2 October 1946. Restricted. lack of strength of the ceramic.
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LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

4. A 100-lb. thrust motor with porous bronze has an average value of about 6 Btu./in.'-a1 Sec. and a
gas transpiration cooled chamber was run satisfac- peak value of 15 Btu.iin.2,sec. at the throat.
torily for 20-second periods. The performance was The following permeable materials arc now avail-
11,490 ft./sec. and I, = 357 seconds at P, = 289 able commercially: graphite, bronze, silicon carbide,
p.s.i.a. and 1t/O molar ratio of 8:1. nickel, stainless steel, tungsten, and molybdenum.

5. A 400-lb. screen grid motor cooled by the Parts 11/_ in. in diameter and up to 41/' in. long may
propellant gases failed due to mechanical stresses. be made from the available sizes. The high prebsure

6. 100-lb. thrust motors with waste water gradient in tubular and flared tube motors complicates
jacket cooling were run for a total time of 18 minutes. the transpiration or sweat cuoling prub.-mn. Presently
At P, = 500 p.s.i.a. and HI/O2 . molar ratio 3:1, the jet available materials havc too high a permeability.
velocity was 10,850 ft./sec. at an 1,p of 336 seconds. The design study of the 300,000-lb. thrust motor has

7. Radiation cooling was considered but reject- been completed, resulting in a single chamber weigh-
ed on the basis of materials available at present. ing approximately 2,675 lbs. Radiation cooling has

8. 180-lb. thrust copper heat capacity motors been abandoned because of the increase in weight
were run for a total time of 72 seconds at not onger required. The turbopump will be required to develop
than 15 seconds per run. Jet velocities of 11,300 ft./see. 8,400 h.p. and will weigh 850 lbs. Valve and plumbing

were reached at a chamber pressure of 275 p.s.i.a. and design have led to a weight estimate of 355 lbs. for
11/02 molar ratio of 4:1. 1, = 352 seconds. these components."

9. Flared tube heat capacity type motors of 2. BELL AiRCRAFT CoRPoRIATION.
L* from 5 to 7 inches have .hown specific impulses up a. All work conducted thus far at Bell has been
to 352 seconds. on liquid oxygen and alcohol or gasoline, and it is felt

10. Flared tube motors with ar, L* of 3 and that with the limited number of people available it
water transpiration cooling gave a net I.I, of 291. would be inadvisable to branch into other fields.

b. BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8496 has been let for Various size motors fror, 250-lb. to 10,000-lb. thrust
the continuation of the development of hydrogen and have been run. Bell Aircraft is working on Project
oxygen rocket motors. This work has been broken MVIETEOR under Bureau of Ordnance Contract NOrd.
into two phases: 9876. An outline of the proposed program as received

1. Design development and testing of a 1,000- from Bell is given below (24).
lb. thrust gaseous H./02 motors including studies of 1. Combustion. The effects of chamber size and
small L* motors with improved cooling methods. shape, and injector design on combustion will be in-

2. Design study of a 300,000-lb. liquid H. and vestigated both theoretically and experimentally. The
02 turborocket power plant. relation of chamber geometry to injector design isReltuokets p er p a e tpresently being investigated in 250-lb. thrust motors.

Results of tests under (1) above thins far completed Chamber L/D and L* are also being investigated for
indicat e that for flared tube motors of the heat various mixture ratios and injectors. To date six
capacity type the optimum L* is 6 in. to 8 in. and the types of injectors have been investigated, and four
I,, = 354. A flared tube motor of the waste water- more are under construction.

cooled type at L* = 5.5 in. the motor gives an I, = 2. Per onstrue. Optimum erfornance of

334; for a tubular motor the optimum L* lies between rocket missiles involves the proper choice of propel-

7 in. and 10 in. and gives an 1p of 284 seconds, for a ro ellantspupingsste tpe of roe o
4.25:11,/02 molar ratio. A flared tbe motor trans- lant, propellant pumping system, type of rocket motor

4cooling, nozzle expansion ratio, and optimum flight
piration cooled with water at L* of 5.75 gave an I, path. The successful integration of these factors in-
of 258.of ss 2. tvolves extensive studies. Calculations have been coin-

Tests with tubular type motors with and without pleted of the physical characteristics of the combustion

flare indicate a high pressure gradient along the chai- gaes f the entire rae of i e roso
ber.Thepresue attheinjcto doe no coresond gases for the entire range of mixture ratios for the

ber. The pressure at the injector does not correspond chosen prouellants.
to chamber pressures in a conventional motor. The 3. Rocket Motor Cooling. The program attack-
ratio of the exit or thnroat pressure to the initial pres- ing the regenerative cooling of rocket motors includes:
sure is constant for a motor length and is independent metallurgic and structural analysis; establishment of
of initial pressure, The exit pressure of a tubular practical liquid film coefficients; and establishment of
motor is between 30% to 40% of the initial pressure,
and varies inversely with L*. 'References 2, 6, 8, and 10 give a detailed account of this

work. A portion of the above material was taken frlom
The heat transfer measured in a flared tube motor these sources.
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coefficients representing the cumulative effect of tle be no lean limit to combustion. Testing ith the
combustion gas temperature, the gas film coefficient, present equipment N~ill continue Nxith rebpect to the
and the shape of the rocket nozzle. Combustion chain- methods of fuel injection, mixing chaiacteristicb, coin-
ber wall and coolant temperatures are being ineas- bustion cfficiency, thrust imeaburements, temperature
ured at frequent intervals in 250-lb. and 1,500-lb. studies, and optinmum dimensions of complete engine.
rocket motors, using water as a coolant. Bell is also Later it is planned to use tl( Roots blowers as exhaus-
manufacturing and testing rocket motors which are ters for altitude testing.
being lined or coated (by Massachusetts Institute of 4. CURTISS-W1IRIGIT CORPORATION, PROPELLER Divi-
Technology) with ceramic materials. sIoN.

4. Rocket Motor Design or Construction. This a. A power plant for Bell XS-2 airplane is being
is an attempt to adapt the processes of spinning, built under AAF Contract W-33-038-ac-16269. The
stamping, machining, electro-formning, etc. to inexpen- thrust requires one 10,000-lb. motor and one 5,000-lb.
sive production of rocket motors. motor. Liquid oxygen is the oxidizer, with a 75%

5. Propellant Supply Systems. Design studies alcohol, 25% water mixture for fuel and coolant.
will be made to determine the optimum propellant Delivcry requirements call for four units plus one
supply system for any application. A turbine pump prototype. It is expected that the prototype will be
unit has been designed, constructed, and is now being ready six months after test facilities are available.
tested. The General Electric Company has been co- The system will be complete with turbopump unit
operating in this work. Control systems for the pump and will be continuously throttleable from 2,500 lbs.
and motor are receiving considerable attention. A to 15,000 lbo. It is planned to pressurize the oxygen
pressurized fuel feed system has also been constructed tank with liquid oxygen drawn from the feed line and
and tested. passed through a heat exchanger for gasification and

6. Valves, Controls, and Hydraulic Compo- thence back to the tank. The fuel will be pressurized
nents. This program covers the study and development from steam taken from the second stage of the turbine.

of the following items: igniter, check valves, regulator Approximately 30 p.s.i, will be used on all tanks.

valves, electric control valves, frangible disc valves, The coolant portion of the fuel first passes through a
fittings and gaskets. Some work has been done o cooling jacket around the nozzle and then is injected
frangible disc valves, regulator valves, and solenoid tangentially to the chamber wall at the head of thecontrol valves, combustion chamber to provide film cooling in thisregion.

b. A 1,500-lb. thrust pressurized alcohol-oxygen All work is in the design stages. The 15,000-lb.
system is being designed for a Project METEOR test thrust system two-stage turbine and pump system lay-
velicle, out is about complete. The estimated weight is 70 lbs.

3. CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. It is expected that the system will operate at an 1,J
a. Tests are being conducted on a ducted rocket of better than 185 at sea level.

or a ram jAt using a small rocket motor as the ignitor b. AAF Contract W-33-038-ae-14827 was let to
and flame stabilizer for the rain jet fuel. This work is Curtiss-Wright on an educational and developmental
being done under an AAF contract for the XP-02 basis. Three phases were assigned:
airplane. A Reaction Motors A50CI engine (50-lb. Phase 1. A 10,000-lb. thrust motor and a 15,000-
thrust liquid oxygen-alcohol rocket motor) is being lb. capacity turbine-driven pump with combustion pot
used for these tests. The tests are intended to deter- and controls. This system is to be designed for a
mine the mixing length required to complete the mixing hydrocarbon fuel, a coolant, and liquid oxygen. The
of the rocket jet and air stream and to determine the fuel will probably be JP-1 or a new type JP fuel.
burning characteristics of gasoline injected into the Chamber l)ressure will be approximately 400 p.s.i. and
air stream under conditions of complete mixing. Sue- the system is to be designed for 120 seconds running
cessful tests have been made with a duct 13 in. in time. The pumping system will apply in part to the
diameter and 12 ft. long with a 3:1 diffuser ratio under XS-2 contract and to the XP-91, but it was not
simulated flight speeds of 600 m.p.h. The gasoline assigned as such. The design of certain components
was injected through a group of perforated rings con- is nearly complete, but no construction has been start-
centric about the rocket nozzle. Even burning was ed at this date. The project is expected to be completed
obtained at all fuel flows. The maximum fuel flow in early 1948.
was limited to a gas temperature of 2,500 0F because Phase 2. Design one 60,000-lb. thrust motor
of the thermocouple installation and there appeared to and system with turucpump-fed propellants. The i)ro-
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pellants will be liquid oxygen, a coolant, and a hydro- investigate such iten, as heat tiansfer, injector design,
carbon fuel. A separate combustion pot for the tur- combustion volume, etc. Thib Aork i6 carried out on
bine will be used. No particular application is in mind the 200-lb. thrust scale. Thi size of motor is favored
for this power plant, but it may be considered for by the JPL for work of this type, as it appears to be
missile application. No work has been started to date, large enough so that extrapolation to large imutor can
and the actual starting time wi!l be greatly influenced be made successfully and yet ,mall enough to be on
by the availability of facilities, a laboratory scale.

Phase 3. Design study and development of a b. Plans arc under way for a cooperative scheme
large power plant, the size of which has not been estab- leading to the construction of a plant for the produc-
lished, but will probably be over 100,000 lbs. No work tion of liquid hydrogen. Liquid oxygen-liquid hIydro-
has been started. gen motors, not exceeding a 200-lb. thrust size, are to

c. AAF Contract W-33-038-ac-14171 requi,, s the be studied.
design, prototype, and construction of two droppable c. It is felt that hydrazine is one of tle most proiii-
ATO units of 4,000-lb. thrust and 60-second duration ising high performance fuelb available. Unfortunately
with 10% excess tankage. The unit is not to be ex- its present high cost and difficulties of lrocurenent
pendable and is intended for use on the XB-45 air- have allowed only a limited number of small-scale
plane. The unit is to be complete with tanks, turbine- tests on a 50-lb. scale, usiag the liquid oxygen hydra-
driven pumps and parachute. The propellantc will be zinc combination.
liquid oxygen and gasoline with a mixture of water and d. Initial tests have been run on the 50-lb. scale,
alcohol as coolant. A motor has been built that can be using liquid oxygen and ammonia. An intensive pro-
used, but it is felt that a better and lighter motor could gram is tinder way.
be built if the contract can be revised to cover this. e. Methyl amine as a fuel is presently under
This equipment will probably be completed in the fall investigation by the chemistry section. As soon as
of 1947. The turbine pumping system has been de- possible, it is planned to test liquid oxygen-methyl
signed and parts made. The turbine unit will be tested, amine motors on a sinall scale.
using steam from a commercial type boiler. Items b through e, above, are covered in more detail

d. Two additional projects have been proposed in Volume I, Part 2 on Fuels of this Survey.
but no work is under way pending formal contracts. 6. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, PROJECT HER-

1. A 16,000-lb. thrust JATO unit has been pro- MES, MALTA TEST STATION.

posed for the XB-47 airplane using liquid oxygen and a. The present primary objective of this group
kerosene as propellants with alcohol and water as is the construction of a 16,000-lb. thrust liquid oxygen
coolants. Either two or four motors are proposed in a alcohol rocket motor of 50 seconds duration as a power
fixed installation using a turbine-driven pump which plant for HERMES A-1. This work is under the spon-
derives its starting air from the turbojet compressor. sorship of Army Ordnance. The work at the Malta

2. A JATO, climb and cruising power plant has test station is aimed at establishing the necessary tech-
been proposed for the XP-91 airplane where the main niques and design parameters on reasonable scale
source of power is a 5,000-lb. thrust turbojet. The motors so as to be atle eventually to construct the
JATO and climb unit would consist of a 16,000-lb. 16,000-lb. motor.
thrust motor, using a liquid oxygen and a JP type fuel Tests are being conducted on a 1,300-lb. thrust
as propellant with alcohol water coolant. This system liquid oxygen and alcohol-water motor. Tile G.E.
will be divided into four 4,000-lb. thrust motors. group feels that combustion chamber length rather
Turbopumps will supply the propellants for 2.5 min- than L* is the critical design parameter for motors and
utes and tanks will be jettisonable. A small 1,200-lb. have established 131/2 in. or less as the ol)timum length
thrust system consisting of two 600-lb. thrust motors for this size ,.' motor. A specific impulse of 225 see-
will be used for cruising for five minutes. This system ends has been demonstrated at chamber pressures of
will use the same propellants but will be completely around 350 p.s.i. and at a mixture ratio of oxygen to
separate from the JATO unit, including propellant fuel of 1.5 to 2.0. The motors have been water-cooled
pump and tanks. Four production power plants and for these tests and the nozzle and combustion chamlber
one prototype will be required. cooling jackets are separate so as to determine the

5. JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTI- relative heat flow in each section. The coolant flow in
TUTE, OF TECHNOLOGY. the nozzle follows a labyrinth path back and forth in

a. A series of studies are being made on motors the direction of the axis of the motor. A helical path
of the oxygen-ethanol and oxygen-methanol types to is used for the coolant flow around the combustion
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ch'imber. The injector design consists of a series of are in the early stages. A translpiration or b\%eat cool-
concentric rings of small holes alternating in fuel and ing investigation is planned fur the near future.
oxidizer. These have worked satisfactorily, although The secondary concern of the Development Section
mixing is improved when the holes are changed to slots, is the development of a complete rocket poAx er plant

Similar motors of 4,000-lb. thrust are run on another for the NATIV missile. The motor is to be furnished by
test stand for periods up to 25 seconds. It is planned Aerojet. It is a 2,600-lb. thrust acid-aniline unit. The
to increase the size -f the propellant tanks so that system incorporates air pressurized lropellant tanks
either longer runs may be made or largrr motors up which are an integral part of the misbile air-frame.
to 10,000 lbs. may be tested on this stand. Careful The unit will have a 31-second duration. The complete
planning and checking of instrumentation is carried system will be static tested at the isolated Field Lab-
out on all work to insure accuracy of results. The flow oratory with a ,pecial test stand constructed for the
rate of the alcohol is checked by three different purpose.
methods during a single run. The liquid oxygen flow Jet vanes for the NATIV are being tested aerod: -

is mc,,sured by continuous weighing during the run namically in tb small supersonic wind tunnel and life
and then corrected for the weight of pressurizing gas. tests of the va.,ous vane materials are being madc,

b. Gaseous oxygen and hydrogen have been run using an Aerojet 38-ALDW-1500 JATO unit.
in a 50-lb. motor to gain experience in the operation This work is being carried out under AAF Contract
of motors at high temperatures. This was done in pre- W-33-038-ac-141 Gi.
paring for testing liquid oxygen diborane motors. A 9. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.
few qualitative runs were made on a small .notor with a. The work thus far at 0SU has been the do-
the latter propellants and it was found that an oxide velopment of manufacturing techniques of liquid
coating formed in the motor whiich seemed to mate- hydrogen, along with detailed research on its chemical
rially reduce the critical cooling problem. It was found and physical properties and its effect on contacting
necessary, however, to redesign the injector and allow materials. This work is covered in detail in Volume I,
a bleed of nitrogen gas to prevent the forming oxide Part 2 of this Survey, entitled Fuels.
from choking the injector. More elaborate quantitative Investigations of pump design for pumping both
tests are planned for the near future. liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen are in progress, and

7. M. W1. KELLOGG COMPANY. liquid hydrogen Ias been successfully pumped. An
a. A design study is being conducted under a uncooled liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen rocket motor

subcontract with Republic Aviation. The prime con- designed to develop a 100-lb. thrust at 300 p.s.i. chain-
tract W-33-038-ac-14208 is for an AAF guided missile. bet pressure has been constructed and tested with
The propellants being considered for this problem arc successful results. Vacuum jackctd fuel taink, and
liquid oxygen and anhydrous hydrazine. The missile fuel lines and pressure controlled fuel valves for use
is planned to have two steps: the first one being with liquid hydrogen have been operated satisfactorily.
290,000-lb. thrust for 82 seconds, and the second a The iresent work has been carried out under AAF
70,000-lb. thrust for 82 seconds. Turbopunmps will be Contract W-33-038-ac-14794.
used for both steps. Ohio State is now negotiating a contract with the

8. NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INc. AAF for complete construction and testing of a 1,000-
u. The pihiatt ctixeii of Lhe Propulsion De- lb. tiu:A liquid hy dioge-uxyge rocket power plmnt.

velopment Section of the Aerophysies Laboratory is 10. REACTION MOTORS, INC.
the development of a suitable rocket power plant for a. A beries of tests were run to prove the efficiency
a long-range missile along the lines of the German and reliability of AN-18-1, AN-A-24, and type C Navy
A-4b (V-2 with wings). The general plan of attack Department Specification No. 51-A-13a alcohol
is to use as a basis the liquid oxygen-alcohol propul- (versus Synasol) as a fuel for the 6,000-lb. thrust
sion system of the V-2, making such improvements liquid oxygen-water alcohol rocket power plant. These
and changes as time and testing facilities allow. Plans are standard alcohols used by the Navy, and tests
call for a continual development program including were made with various water-alcohol mixtureb and
the possibility of eventually switching to a higher with different fuel oxidizer ratios. This work was done
performance propellant combination. Motor chambers under Task 8 of BuAer Contract NOa ts) 7866 (48).
of 300-lb. and 3,000-lb. size are being investigated b. The development, construction, and testing of

from the point of view of geometric configurations, in- a liquid propellant rocket engine to drive the rotor of
jector design, cooling requirements, etc. Turbopump, a rotary wing aircraft during takeoff and landing is
gas generator, valve, and control system developments authorized by Task 11 of BuAer Contract NOas)
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7866. Two 50-lb. tlhrust i, itors using liquid oxygen and ing sy-tem its required to operate for fifteen minutes
alcohol hve been built twA static-tested in preparation withouL major repair or replacement of parts.

for installment on a G & A Aircraft type AB-37B The prototype is near completion and will be in-
three-bladed rotor (37). A special whirling arm test stalled on the special test stand described above for
stand was built for the preliminary tests, but a new this unit for final testing. The rocket end of the power
one will be required to mount the actual test rotor plant is very similar to the vunit used in the XS-1 air-
blades. Final tests will be conducted as soon as this plane and which was originally developed on Navy
is available. This work is being continued under funds under contract NOa(s) 7866 (Fig. 26).
Task 8 of BuAcr Contract Noa(s) 8540. f. Project "C" BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8239.

c. Task 12 of BuAcr Contract NOa(s) 7866 was Upon coml)letion of the acceptance test under Project
issued to cover the theoretical investigation of the "B" above this assembly (A6000-C4 motors and 6M-
problems which may be encountered in the combustion 325C) pump as,embly) shall be given an endurance
of liquid oxygen and gasoline or alcohol at controllable test of five hours, making a complete and accurate
chamber pressures between 2,000 and 3,500 p.s.i. The report of all replacement parts used.
flame temperature is required to stay within safe g. Project "D" BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8239.
limits, and experimental investigations are required to This phase requires the fabrication, as-embly, and
verify the theoretical analysis. Other propellants, such testing of seven complete A6000-C4 rocket engines and
as H.O. and the boron compounds, were also to be 6M-325C propellant pumps, and further to supply
considered, but to a lesser degree. This investigation fourteen unassembled rocket engines and pum) s with
is coml)lete, and a report has been submitted.7 A pro- 300%'0 spare lpump bearings. Work on this project is
posal for further development has been submitted to under way and will approach completion at about the
the Naval Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, Pa. same time as the final acceptance tests.

d. Project "A" of BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8239 h. Project "E" BuAer NOn(s) 8239. This phase
requires the design and erection of a large rotating requires the preparation of operation handbooks, over-

test stand capable of holding a complete 6,000-lb. haul manuals, and parts lists for the complete rocket

thrust liquid oxygen-alcohol rocket engine and tanks. unit described above. This work is under way and

This stand provides for locating accurately (with re- should be completed simultaneously with the proto-

spect to the aircraft installation) the tanks and lines type.
exactly as in the D-558 (Douglas transonic test air- z. Task 1; BuAcr Contract NOa(s) 8540. This
plane) and then rotating the stand about the pitching task requires a detailed engineering study of turbo-
axis of the airplane as the unit is operating. This pump units for propellant injection in rocket engines

stand is also capable of handling thrusts up to 20,000 of the type described immediately above under para-
lbs. and is now in operation with the 6,000-lb. thrust graph e, and having ratings between 10,000 and 100,000
unit mentioned above. lbs. thrust, in increments of 10,000 lbs. Experimental

e. Project "B" of BuAer Contract NOaks) 8239. investigations shall be conducted to substantiate the

This project calls for the development and testing of a theoretical calculations insofar as possible. The study

prototype rocket engine (A6000C4) based on the shall include preliminary drawings and weight break-
motors and pumping system developed under BuAer downs. The study is under way.

Contract Na(b) 7866 (36). This power plant consists j. Task 2, Phase 1, BuAcw Contract NOn(s) 8540.

of four 1,500-lb. liquid oxygen-alcohol-water rocket A manually-operated variable thrust control is re-

motors designed to be independently or simultaneously quired for the A6000-C4 rocket engine.' The throttle

operated. The pumping system (designated 6M-325C) shall be required in a test demonstration to vary the

consists of four parts: a liquid oxygen pump, an alco- thrust on each individual cylinder from 1,200 to 1,800
lhol-water pump, a turbine, and a combustion pot for lbs. by throttling the propellant feed pressure. The

driving the turbine. James Coolidge Carter of Pasa- preliminary design of the equipment is complete and

dena, California, a pump consultant, designed and the parts are under construction. The basic principle

built the two pumps on a subcontract. The turbine is a variable restriction in the propellant flow lines.

wheel and support were taken from a standard air- Phase 2 requires continued development of the

craft turbo-supercharger, and Reaction Motors de- A6000-C4 rocket cngine as found necessary from

veloped the combustion pot and all necessary controls flight or static tests. This work will be carried on

for the operation of the complete system. This pump- throughout the duration of the contract.
"'A Manually-Operated Variable Thrust Control for Liquid

"'Gas Generators for Catapults," Reaction Motors, Inc., Re- Rocket Engines," Reaction Motors, Inc., Report No.
port No. 186N-1, dated 10 October 1946. Confidential. 183N. Restricted.
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k. Task 3, BuAer Contract NOa (s) 8540. The 1. Determine as a function of mixture ratio:
further development of the 6M-325C liquid oxygen- effective exhaust velocity, characteristic velocity,

alcohol turbo pump assembly with the gas generator coolant in and out temperatures and coolant flow rate.

and accessories which may be found necessary as a 2. Evaluate the following in regard to the fuel:

result of operation of this equipment with the A6000- regenerative cooling, case of handling, st&bility, and

C4 rocket engine. The objective shall be to increase storage problems.
the operational life of the turbo pump to one hour, 3. Compare actual jet velocities with calculated

decrease the overall length of the unit to 19 in. and values, and compare overall heat transfer for each

reduce the propellant consumption to 1.10 lbs. per mixture ratio with the same or a similar motor operat-

second. This work is proceeding along with the over- ing on oxygen-alcohol or acid-aniline.
all development of the D-558 power plant. 4. Determine melting points for anhydrous

im. Task 5, BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8540. This hydrazine, hydrazine hydrate, and mixtures in the

work is a continuation of Task 10, BuAer Contract range of 100%,' hydrazine to 100% hydrazine hydrate.

NOa(s) 7866. The original assignment called for an Hydrazine for this evaluation was procured from

engineering study to provide the following: the Fairmount Chemical Ccmpany of New York.

1. Continuous variable thrust to meet any Progress in this work is reported in bi-weekly progress

power requirement from minimum thrust to full rated reports to BuAcr.

thrust by remote control. o. Contract NOa(s) 8531 with the Bureau of
Aeronautics calls for a single cylinder 20,000-lb. thrust

2ropel mats i c mitue ratiocontrliquid oxygen-alcohol rocket engine. This engine is for
propellants in rocket engines, the G. L. Martin high altitude sounding rocket being

3. Maintain a constant thrust setting by con- built for the Office of Naval Research. The prototype
pensating for change in fuel flow rate, altitude, and will be required to demonstrate a specific impulse of
air speed. Base this study on liquid oxygen-alcohol 215 for a period of 75 seconds. This system includes a
pump-fed system. Other bi-propellant systems should turbopump propellant supply. The weight of the
be considered, motor assembly is 290 lbs. and the pumping unit

4. Experimental investigation may be under- 125 lbs.
taken. The preliminary design of the rocket is about 90%

This study has been completed (34). The specifica- complete and the pumping system 50% complete.
tions under the present task for the construction of Some construction is under way. Ten complete units
this control have been modified to read: will be required by Martin.

1. Constant thrust with varying altitude and p. Under a subcontract to Consolidated Vultee
air speed. Aircraft Company, Reaction Motors is building an

2. Constant air speed or Maclh number by 8,000-lb. thrust swivel mounted liquid oxygen-alcohol

varying thrust from maximum rated thrust. rocket motor. The 8,000-lb. thrust will be broken
3. Consient mixture ratio within a range of down into four 2,000-lb. motors. A turbopump propel-

approximately _t 4%. lant injection system designated the 8M400-C will
4. The control device shall be designed for the also be required, along with the gas generator and

A6000-04 rocket engine but shall be applicable in necessary controls. The system shall demonstrate a

principle to other rocket engine designs with minor specific impulse of 215 seconds for a duration of 60
modifications. Thrust shall be varicd from 60% to seconds. The motor assembly will weigh approxi-
maximum tbrust. Specific impulse shall be at least mately 137 lbs. and the turbopump 114 lbs. Ten com-
92% rated I,, at 75% thrust and not less than 86% plete systems will be required upon approval of the
at 60% thrust. prototype.

The preliminary design of this equipment is com- The prototype is 80% complete. Progress is reported
plete and parts have been released for construction. monthly to CVAC and to the AAF.

n. Phase 2, Task 6; BuAer Contract NOa(s) q. General Electric Company purchase order
8540. This phasp covers the evaluation of anhydrous 83465 with Reaction Motors. Requires the fabrication
hydrazine (N.H4 ) and liquid oxygen as rocket pro- of the following equipment:
pellants in a 50- to 200-lb. thrust rocket motors and 1. Two 750-lb. rocket motors for liquid oxygen
at a chamber pressure of 300 p.s.i.a., utilizing water and alcohol.
cooling. Specifically the evaluation shall cover the 2. Two 50-lb. nozzles with helix and baffle.
following: 3. Four 220-lb. nozzles with helix and baffle.
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4. Four 350-lb. nozzles with helix and baffle. 1. ME-163, airplane IIWK109-509A Walter
5. Two 750-lb. nozzles with helix and baffle. Works hydrogen peroxide rocket power plant. This
6. Two 1500-lb. nozzles with helix and baffle, unit is ,imilar to the one being tcsted by Acrojet as

mentioned above, but it is a slightly (ifferent mo(lel.1. Ai.*oIi ENGIoEERnIG CORPORATION. 2. Hot ATO unit for bomber aircraft jet

a. Under the sponsorship of the Navy Bureau of assisted takeoff. This unit was also developed by the

Ordnance Contract NOrd-9768 Aerojet Engineering Walter Works of Kid, Germany. It develops 2,200

Corrioration has conducted a review of the available lbs. thrust for ,12 seconds, using 11.O.., gasoline and

literature on concentated Hydrogen Peroxide. Ref- sodium pernianganate as propellant. A specific im-

erence (7) is a report on this review and covers data pulse of 172 is realized.

on the physical properties, stability, storage and 4. Rc'iox MoTous, INc.

handling of this material. The report also covers the a. Task 7, BuAer Contract NOa(s) 7866 calls for

theoretical rocket motor performances of various the study and testing of the German HS-293 missile
hydrogen peroxide ropellant systems, rocket power plant (35). This power plant utilizes

b. Army Air Forces Contract W-33-038-ac-14835 HO., as the l)ropellant and l)otassium permanganate

has been let to determine the characteristics of the as the catalyst for decomposition. The Walter Worksdieveloped this unit and it is known as a cold type
German ME-163 (Walter 109-509A) hydrogen perox- (netlspece thini ait kown as a o le
ide-hydrazine hydrate rocket engine. The motor has unit, since the I)rineil)al exhaust product is steam. The
been seu up to be fired separately as a pressurized motor (levelops about 1,300 lbs. of thrust for a period

unit to insure its proper functioning. The plml)s have of ten seconds with a specific iml)ulse of slightly over

been tested separately, pumping fuel, but the turbine 100. The test projct is complete.

was driven by steam instead of the combustion pot. b. Task 9, BuAer Contract NOa(s) 7866 required
The engine will have been set up and run as a complete the preparation of a complete set of drawings of theunit by April 15,1947. Mr. R. C. Stiff, who visited the turbopump unit of the German ME-163 hydrogenWalter Works in Germany and conduc ted some dem- peroxide rocket power lplant. This project is completeonstration tests there, has been acting as a consultant and the drawings are available in the Bureau of Aero-on this project, nauties, Navy Department.

2. Jti PROPULSION LABORATOY, CALIIORNIA INSTI- c. Task 10, BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8540. ThisTUTE O L A TECINOL.OGY, task is for the conducting of a theoretical and experi-a. An active program is under way on a 200-lb. mental evaluation of a gas generator and liquid rocket

thrust scale to determine design and performance data using HO. of 90 concentration as a propellant. The
for peroxide-ethianol and peroxice-nitromethane mo.* work is divided into three phases as follows:

tors. Upon completion of this work, it is planned to 1. The testing of multi-propellant type rocket

initiate work on units using hydrogen peroxide with engines and gas generators of German design using

high performance fuels. These will possibly include 80% and 90% H,02.with or without other propellants.
2. Limited development and testing of anl ex-

liquid ammonia, hydrazine, methyl amine, and hy-
drogen. perimental rocket engine of new design or modified

Hydrogen peroxide has rather severe limitations as German design using 90% concentrated 11200 and

a coolant, and some work has been done on possible alcohol as propellants.

solutions of this problem. One of these is the use of 3. Preliminary development and test of a gas
refractory insulating liners. Another is the use of an generator designed by the contractor for the operation

annular chamber in which low temperature gases in- of turbo pumping units using 90% H0., with or with-

sulate the hot gases from the cooled wall. out other propellants.

3. NAVAL AIR MISSILES TEST CENTER, P T. MX1 UGU, All phases of this task are in engineering status and
CAIFoIA,. some engineering detail is available in bi-monthly

a. TED-PAU-PP-206, previously mentioned un- progress reports to BuAer. This work is being held up
der the acid oxidizer section (p. 30), is the BuAer somewhat by the urgency and greater priority of other

project order number set up at NAMTC for the famil- work. Item 3, however, is well under way.
iarization and testing of captured German rocket D. Nitroni thane Rocket Syshts and Dcclopmt
equipment. Two such power plants, which require 1. AEROJET ENGINEERING COI'ORATION.

N oO,, for the oxidizer, are available. These units, a. AAF Contract W-33-038-ac-11757 calls for the
listed below, are being prepared for test and Nill be development of an experiniental nitromiethane turbo
run as soon as the test stands have been set up. rocket which consistb of a main direct thrust rocket
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power plant of five 1,500-lb. thrust motors or a total pumping system was operated for a total of bix
of 7,500 lbs. of thrust. Ti status of this program is minutes continuously (1).
explained below. A turbine pumping plant has been c. BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8511 hab been let for
built and pumps tested, using a steam-driven Mark the continued development of nitronmethane rocket
XIII torpedo turbine wheel. The combustion pot, con- systems. Specifically, the tas-k as-signed is to design,
sisting of a primary chamber for nitromethanc de- build, and test a 1,000-lb. (variable do\ a to 300 lbs.)
composition and a secondary chamber for mixing of thrust nitromethane rocket motor to operate for five
the diluent with hot gases, is a double motor running minutes, and further to design, build, and test a
at a chamber pressure of 900 p.s.i. with an L* of ap- variable pressure turbopumip for operation Aiitli the
proximately 200. A diluent of 70,(' water and 30% al- above motor. This contract has just been received, and
cohol (alcohol for anti-freeze only) is introduced in the preliminary design is complete. Parts from the
second chmber for reducing the exhaust gas tempera- XCNLT600 Lark unit % ill be utilized on thib contract.
ture. The design has been established at 1.3 lbs./scc- d. U. S. Navy Bureau of Ord-,,,.-c Contract
ond )ropellant flow rate, where 0.9 lb./sec. is nitro- NOrd. 9768. This project is not strictly in the field
methane in the I..st combustion chamber and the of rocket development but from a practical point of
remainder is diluent in the second chamber. This view the work is directly applicable to both turbo-
combination has been run satisfactorily and will de- pumping systems and rocket systemis, and hence it
liver the necessary turbine gas for the 7,500 lbs. of is worth including lhere. The problem as assigned is
total thrust propellant pumping power. The pumps for the development of a 1,500-h.p. nitromethane gas
operate at 19,000 r.p.m. and will deliver 260 gallons generator and turbine as a torpedo power plant; and
per minute at 850 p.s.i. An uncooled combustion pot further, to investigate the feasibility of detonation-
has also been built and run, but not in combination proof tanks for nitronmthane, and to study and test
with the complete setup. Its operation alone was con- chemical and other means of ignition.
sidered satisfactory and it is felt that it will also be A combustion pot has been built and fired only as a
satisfactory in combination with the remainder of the primary chamber. It develops 800 lbs. of thrust at a
system. ch',mber pressure of 600 p.s.i. At this point in the

The main motors have not been satisfactorily de- development the requirements were changed to an
veloped since the contract was predicated on the 850 h.p. generator, and the chamber design is being
results of Navy development work. Two runs with reworked. The design study was complete on the 1,500
modified uncooled chambers were made for prelimi- h.p. turbine but has not yet been revised for the 850
nary injector data and resulted in injector burnouts. h.p. job.
Present design trends are based on a chamber pressure Approximately 500 tanks have been shot at i ith
of 900 p.s.i. at L* between 225 and 325. The oxygen armor piercing, tracer, and incendiary bullets. The
injectors cause considerable trouble and the spark correlation between wall thickness and degree of con-
plugs will not stand Ul) under more than one operation. finement has been establishcd, but sufficient infornia-
It is felt by the test personnel that a satisfactory tion to establish quantitative values has not as yet
motor can be developed in a reasonable time. been accumulated.

Continuation of this work is waiting for approval A severance trap has been built which will stop
from the Rocket Section at Wright Field for a time detonation propagation through a tube and has been
extension of the contract. successfully tested under static low pressure condi-

A report covering the development to date is in tions. Further tests at high pressures, static and
preparation for delivery to the Air Forces. dynamic, and at elevated temperatures remain to be

b. BuAer Contract NOa(s) 7968 has been let for made.
the developinent of the XCNLT-600, a 600-lb. thrust Several ignition schemes which have been developed
nitromnethane turbopumping rocket power plant for are listed below:
the guided missile "Lark." The work on this contract 1. Chemical ignition, using acid and aniline
is considered complete by Aerojet and the unit has and acid-alcohol on a 50-lb. motor has been success-
been delivered to the Navy. The 200-lb. thrust cruis- fully accomplished. Half the normal flow rate of the
ing motor was demonstrated for five minutes and the operating l)ropcllant iz used for the ignlition pIropellant.

400-lb. motor for slightly less; both were firing simul- 2. A mixture of hydrogen peroxide and hydra-
taneously. The contract called for repeated starting zinc hydrate (83%) has been succcssful in 50-lb. and
and stopping of the 400-lb. motor, but due to ignition 200-lb. motors. In both this cabe and the one above,
difficulties only the shutoff was demonstrated. The a chamber prcsure actuated switch cuts on the main
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flow when the igniter comes up to pressure. One- field of the detonation characteribtic of nitromethane,
fourth of a second is the normal delay, including firing at tanks, line detonation traps, etc.

3. A solid fuel igniter utilizing paraplex and No additional work in this field is planned for the
animonium l)erchlorate cast on a 1/4 in. molybdenum present.
rod has been successful in motors up to 200 lbs. thrust.
The total igniter varies from 2 in. to 7 in. in length E. General Propellant Studies Inclmling High
and is 2 in. in diameter. It is igniied by black powder Energy Fuels and Systens
and burns for 3 to 5 seconds. 1. AEROJET ENGINEERING CORPORArTION.

BuOrd has recently stopped work at Aerojet on this a. Office of Naval Research Contract NMori-10,
project in favor of the lithium-water propellant hydro- Task Order I, has been let for research and develop-
turbojet reported on this page. ment on hydropulse, and hydro-turbo jet power plants.

e. A summary of Aerojet nitromethane develop- This work is not directly applicable to the present
ments is included here as a review of the status. survey; but certain portions of the work are of interest.

1. Uncooled 350-lb. 25-second motor. Chemical preparation and study of the high energy
2. Uncooled 750-lb. 20-second motor. fuels are to be carried out on a laboratory scale. A
3. Water-cooled 350-lb. 5-minute motor, small-scale rocket motor has been run, using lithium
4. Uncooled refractory liner 350-lb. 120-second and water as l)ropellants. This was done primarily to

motor. determine characteristics as a simple rocket motor pro-
5. Diluent cooled 30 h.p. gas generator, and pellant and for comparison with other propellant com-

20,000 r.p.m., 1,000 p.s.i., 25 g.p.m. pumping unit, for binations. Testing is complicated by the fact that the
6 minutes. lithium must be held at 325OF to keep it molten. This

6. Regeneratively cooled 400-lb. 4-minute is not serious in actual application, since the heat of
motor. the combustion chamber may be used. Present data

7. Regeneratively cooled 200-lb. 5-minute indicate that the above propellants utilized in a tor-
motoru pedo hydropulse motor would be more than 4 times

8. 800-lb. uncooled motor. more efficient tllan an equivalent power standard
9. 300 h.p. gas generator 3.5 in. diameter, 12 torpedo propulsion mechanism at 50 knots and in-

in. long, for driving a 19,000 r.p.m., 850 p.s.i., 260 g.p.m. creasingly better as forward velocity increases.
pump for a 7500-lb. thrust motor. Ethyl aluminum dihydride (CHAIH,-+ (C.H )

10. Uncooled motors of two-minute duration ALH) and diethyl aluminum hydride mixed with ethyl
may be built, and gas generators with temperature aluminum sesquihydride are being manufactured on a
from 800°F to 3500OF may be built. small scale for test purposes. When burned with water

2. JET PROPULsION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTI- in a hydropulse, calculations indicate that these pro-
T UTE OF TECHNOLOGY. pellants should be 3 to 5 times better than the liquid

a. The nitromethane investigations at JPL have alloy of sodium-potassium which was used during
been directed towards the following items: early hydropulse development.

1. Effects of geometry and shape of combustion A laboratory setup has been prepared for making
chamber. aluminum boro-hydride, and tests will be made to

2. Injection. measure heats of reactions with various oxidizers.
3. Effects of catalysts on combustion process. Other hydrides will be made in an effort to determine

Chromium salts have recently been tried, which will be the best.
4. Pressure transients during the starting It is proposed to make nu nerous tests with very

period, high temperature propellants in order to develop cool-
These studies have led to the design and construc- ing methods and metallurgy as well as determine the

tion of a 200-lb. nitromethane motor with a 60-second propellant characteristics. Controls and accessories
duraetion. A refractory liner is used in the chamber will be developed as required by the peculiarities of
section. The aim is to develop a satisfactory fully each propellant system.

regenerative unit. It is felt that more inormation Progress reports on the status of this work are for-
will be needed on nitromethane as a coolant; heat warded to the Office of Naval Research.
transfer coefficients and the possibilities of boiling b. Under a subcontract with Consolidated Vultee
heat transfer will have to be studied to make this Aircraft Corporation, Aerojet has conducted a study
practical. on rocket motors using the high energy fuels. Specifi-

b. Considerable work has been carried on in the cally the problem as undertaken was to calculate the
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performance of the boro-hydrides and hydrogen and having a velocity of 1,000 to 3,000 ft./sec. A deter-
oxygen propellant systems for rockets. Thc specific inination will be made of optimum size and of condi-
impulse was calculated and estimates of sizes and tions und," hich a change from ,olid fuel to liquid
weights of rocket motors were included along with an fuel becomes desirable. "No restrictions have been
outline of a program to develop the propellants con- placed oi the choice of propellants except, tht, it must
sidered. be capable of being stored for at least two years in a

This work is complete and a report was submitted sealed container, without decomposition or attack on
to OVAC for inclusion in their report to the AAF the container. The container will be a part of the
Guided Missiles Laboratory at Wright Field under missile and must be expendable. For this reason,
the AAF prime contract W-33-038-ae-14168. attempts will be made to use ordinary steel, and such

2. GENERAL ELECTRIC. metals as stainless steel, nicke,, and chromium will be
a. See page 35 for G.E. work on liquid oxygen- avoided.

diborane motors. b. An investigation of nitrogen peroxide and
3. JEr PROPULSIoN LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INS'(- aniline as rocket propellants is under way. A smail

TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. 350-ib. thrust motor (L* = 200) has been built for
a. A program is being formulated on the study of testing this propellant combination. Nit.rut-.n peroxide

very high exhaust velocities such as will be encoun- was selected because it is non-explosive, ei rely stable
tered with rockets utilizing nuclear energy. It is con- on storage, and can be stored as a liquid ider moder-
sidered essential to secure data in this range to guide ate pressure in ordinary steel cylinders. Under trol)ical
future development work. It can be shown that ex- storage conditions, the pressure in the tanks should
haust velocities of the order of 25,000 ft./see. are not exceed 400 p.s.i.
obtainable using hydrogen as the working fluid raised 7. RECTON MOTORS, INC.
to a temperature of 5,000 0F a. Phase 1, Task 6 of BuAer Contract NOa(s)

At the JPL it is contemplated to attain the high 8540 has been establihed for the investigation and
temperature by the electric heating of porous molyb- (cvelopment of a rocket engine to use the high energy
denum with the use of hydrogen gas as the working propellants. Primarily this involves diborane and
fluid. Other fluids may be used later. Detailed studies other boron compounds. Tests A ill be conducted to
will be made of the heat transfer problem. Attempts determine the performance characteristics of these
will be made to check the theoretical calculations for compounds as rocket propellants. Particular emphasis
exhaust velocity. Engineering problems such as nozzle will be placed upon determining maximum specific
erosion will be studied. It is also planned to make impulse which may be expected, as well as solving the
spectroscopic observations in order to gain an insight mechanical, thermal, storage, and handling problems
into some of the internal processes. which may develop (luring the course of the investiga-

4. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE -OR AERONAU- tions. The contract requires the develol)ment of a
TICs, AInCnAFT ENGINE LABORATORY. rocket motor of from 100 to 400 lbs. thrust for one

a. A theoretical study is being made to deter- minute duration and a specific impulse of 300 seconds
mine the performance of various oxidizers and fuels or greater.
in different combinations. Details of this study are This task also includes a design study and a pro-
presented in Volume I, Part 2 of this Survey, entitled liminary design for two rocket engines, complete with
Fuels. turbopump feed systems, utilizing the most promising

5. NORTH AtERICAN AVIATION, INC. propellant combination as determined by the above
a. Under AAF Contract W-33-038-ac-14191, pro- investigation. The sizes of these two systems are

viously mentioned, the NAA Aerophysics Laboratory 10,000 and 100,000 lbs. thrust.
research section has been conducting a rocket pro- F. Rocket Motor Cooling, Combustion Chamber,
pellant study. The work has been completely analyti- and Injector Studies.
cal to date. A 50-lb. motor based on a GALCIT design 1. AEROJET ENGINEERING CORPORATION.
is planned for small-scale tests. Further information a. The problems of sweat or transpiration cool-
on this work is presented in Volume I, Part 2, entitled ing of high temperature hydrogen oxygen motors have
Fuels, of this Survey. been discussed on page 31 of this report.

6. NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION, INYOKERN, CAL- 2. JET PROPULSION LABORATORY, CALIFORNIA INSTI-

IFORNIA. TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

a. Projects No. 267 and 268 have been assigned a. Sweat Cooling. A very extensive program is
for the development of a liquid rocket artillery missile under way on basic studies of sweat cooling. Thus far
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dies have not been fabricated for actual applications distribution, cUiapusitiun distribution, %ulucitN di.,-
to rocket motors. Preliminary experiments have been tribution, etc., is e"mential before it w ill be pu.ibl tu
Smade successfully on the development of techniques establish logical tietlaods foi guiding cumbustion
for the hydrostatic pressing of such items as nozzles. chamber esign. In line with these ideas, a series of

Techniques have also been developed for measuring studies to determine them: distributionIS ill exi-titng
permeability and flow rates through various porous motors has been stated. First expeliet,, are being
specimens using both gaseous and liquid test fluid,,. inade in hi drogen peroxide motors % it'l a ti al-parmit

b. Film Cooling. Although film cooling may be wall, using at calcium permnanganate solution as the
less efficient than sweat cooling, it is much less 'ore- catalyst. Tihe reason for this is that thme tenpuraturs
)plicated and as a result tie state of the art is more are Io,, enough to be easil3 inuaured. Later th wurk

highly developed. Systematic tests have been carried will be continued to include a peroxide alculol mutor,
out on a 1,000-lb. thrust scale to obtain design infor- pos.-ibly an acid type Imotor, and a nitronlithanc t3 pe.
mation on this type of cooling. Further, it is planned It is hoped to be able to corrIlte thes-e distributiun
to investigate the basic aspects of filn cooling by measurements with s3ttmnafic changes in ntethohs of
simplifying the l)roblem to that of fluid ejection injection, combustion chamber shapes, etc. It i, also
through a single hole, determining the spread of the planned to include in thib lp'ogrtm tudic of cui.-iun
film, etc. conditions inside the chamber.

One of the key theoretical problems as yet unsolved c. Combustion Chamber Shapes. Studies have
is that of heat transfer from a hot flowing gas to a been continuing on tubular notors to include deter-
metal N~all through a liquid layer. This, together with inations of effects of length, pressure, and mode of
the heat transfer problem in sweat cooling, where there injection on exhaust velocity, heat transfer distribu-
is continuous mass addition to the boundary layer, are tions, etc. Tile Lhicf penalty in the us-e of such Motors
vital problems which should be attacked vigorously, appears to be tme additional pre_sure drop. It has
Work on the latter problem is now under way. been found that to obtain performance equivalent to

c. Conventional or Regenerative Liquid Cooling. that at 300 p.s.i., a pressure of 325 p.b.i. is required at
Application of present theories of convective heat the chamber head in tIhe tubular t.N pe motor. It hias
transfer to the problems involved in a rocket motor is been found also that the coliibustionl %olunme can be
not very satisfactory for several reasons: nuch smaller than initially believed.

"" 1. Coolant properties in the temperature range Because of the pressure drop penalty, work is being
encountered are not very well known. initiated on "near" tubular motors, which differ from

2. Direct application of heat transfer coefficient the complete tubular motor in that there is a "necking
derived for cases of small heat flux to cases of high down" at a section between tlme tubular potion and
heat flux is questionable. the diffuser; in other words, a throat is formed at

3. Boiling heat transfer is not understood. which sonic velocity must occur.
To attack some of the unknown elements involved f. Injector Design. Work is in progress involving

in the heat transfer problem, the JPL has initiated experimental studies of injectors to determine cliarac-
studies using a flame tube to obtain convective heat tCristiCs such as discharge coefficients, ca itation prop-
transfer data such as the inter relationship between ertic, geometrical :pray ;attcrno, and .u forth. Drup-
Reynolds's, Prandtl's, and KNusselt's numbers and tie let size distribution and velocity distribution are aidu-:1 viscosity ratio. Other similar tests are planned for a being investigated.
later date, using an electrically-heated tube. When g. Heat transfer, injector design, and L* investi-
the tests are completed on the straight tube, it is gations are also under way for the liquid oxygen-
planned to extend the study to determine the effect of methanol and ethanol systellib as repurted on page 34
these factors in a curved tube, which is necessary for of this report.
extrapolation of the data to actual regeneratively- 3. NATIONAL. ADviSoRY CommirrI i'on AERONAU-

%'  cooled motors. Tics, AtncnA- ENGINF: LA ot,,,ronY, CLEVE-
Further extension of this work will include boiling LAND.

heat transfer problems such as the limiting value of a. The general problel of rocket motor cu litg
tle heat flux at which the conductance of a boiling is being studied with particular regard at j)rslelt to
film starts to break down, and its dependence on tem- nozzle cooling.
perature, pressure, flow rate, etc. 1. An Aerojet 25ALD 1000 rocket unit (acid-

d. Combustion Chamber Characteristics. A gen- aniline) has been rigged with w ater injeetion just up-
eral understanding of features such as temperature stream of the nozzle. Tile N ater is injected both tan-
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genlialy and coaxially with the chamber wall. Tests G. Component Dcevlopinctit and Miscullancous
are being run with varying amounts of water, and Problems of Liquid Rocket Systems.
later tests will be run injecting the same amount of 1. AI-IOiJLr ENGIXivE:aiNG COIU1'OIt\TION.
water in the center of the chamber to determine its a. Burcau of Aeronautics Contract NOals) 8516.
effect on performance. To (late the performance is the This contract is for preliminary design of the rocket
same when based on l)ropellant flow, but is reduced by test station, to be constructed at NAMTC, Pt. Mugu.
about 5% (water injected weight) when the weight of 2. J,\ES COIII)o, CANTER, PuMl CONSUhTANT,
Ihe water is taken into account. Numerous therno-
couples are located on the noz-lc and chamber outer PASADVAA, CALIFORNIA.

a. Mr. Carter has designed the liquid oxygen andwalls for temperature measurenmnt., alcohol-water pumps for the Reaction Motors 6,000-lb.2. Fundamental studies are also Iplanned on

Lhe mechanism of heat transfer, and this work will be thrust rocket engine. These pumps deliver approxi-
done on special test setups as well as in rockets. Gas mately 14 lbs./sec. propellant flow cach, at a discharge
and liquid filhn cooling will be studied, and also sweat pressure of 325 p.s.i. An inlet pressure of 35 p.s.i. is
cooling through porous wall chambers. It is expected used on the oxygen and 10 p.s. on the alcohol-water.
I hat with the temperature reached with the high energy b. Mr. Carter has recently completed thc design
propellants, regenerative cooling will not be adequate and construction of a set of white acid-furfuryl-alcohol
and steps must be taken to guarantee the cooling prob- pumps for a 6,000-lb. thrust rocket power plant for
lem solution before these propellants are tested. use on the Naval Air Missiles Test Center high altitude

4. NORTIH AM'EmRCAN AVIATION, !;c. sounding rocket (Fig. 15).
a. The sweat cooling problem is being investigated 3. JbT SPECIALTIES CoMPrANY, Divisimo or G. I.

fron an analytical viewpoint. The available literature FAIlMAN IN.DUSTRIES, PASADFNA, CALIFORNIA.
is being studied and experimental work may be under- a. This company has been organized to develop
taken upon the completion of the studies. and supply items peculiar to the jet propulsion indus-

5. REACTION MOTORS, INNC. try. Among the items landled are valves, metal and
a. Task 4, BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8540. This plastic tubing, filters, hydraulic presses, plastic and

investigation is for the purpose of developing suitable synthetic materials for gaskets and "0" rings, and
means of cooling a rocket engine when operating at hydraulic test stands.
temperatures in excess of those occurring in present A special project for the development of Polythene
motors. The development of material or cooling and Polyethylene "0" rings has been under way for
methods satisfactory for use with the high cnergy pro- some time. These will be particularly useful in acid
peliants will be undertaken. This includes a survey of handling equipment.
the synthetic high temperature materials and porous 4. NAVAL AIR IISSILES TEST CENTER, PT. 'MUGU,
metallic materials as well as other methods of cooling CALIFORNIA.
which may become apparent. Experimental investiga- a. TED-PAU-PA-203. The noise and vibration
tions will be carried out in specially designed experi- stidies of P,'A power plants are virtually complete.
mental rocket engines. Tests were run on the "Lark," "Gorgon," and "Loon"

The efficiency of heat of flux at various liquid cool- installations to determine the frequencies, if any, that
an' prcssurcs, densities, and flow rates at elevated might disturb the electronic guidance and control
combustion chamber temperatures is being investigat- equipment. The report on this i\ork u\ill be available
cd. It is felt that regenerative cooling cannot be made through the Radio and Electrical Section of BuAer.
to work with the high energy propellants. 5. NAVAL GuN FACTORY, WASIIINGTON, D. C.

Progress reports are submitted bi-weekly to BaAer. a. Aviation Ordnance Project No. 408 was as-
b. Task 9, BuAer Contract NOats) 8540. Phase signed for the "Investigation of Rocket Blast Charac-

1 is a series of parameter studies on a 1,500-lb. thrust teristies." This work is not strictly applicable to this
rocket motor to study the effects of mixture ratio, report since it does not concern itself with develop-
water dilution, fuel additives, and operating pressure ment of rockets. It is felt hou%%uver that the Nork ib of
on efficiency. such a character that the instrumentation developed

Phase 4 is a special research rocket motor for high may well be of interest to rocket development agencies.
pressure tests with provisions for temperature meas- The project purpose is to carry un applied recaich,
urement in the motor jacket and pressure distribution both theoretical and experimental, into the exhaust
measurement in the motor jacket and nozzle, blast characteristics of liquid fuel and double-base

This work is under way and is reported in bi-weekly solid propellant rocket motors. It is planned to ab-
progress reports to BuAer. semble, verify, and compile data for use in the design
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of aviation ordnance rocket conveying, supporting, tation is complete and first tests await completion of
launching, and control equipment. No attenlpt to in- the remainder.
prove on existing motors or fuels is anticipated. 6. NORTH A.tMRICA, AVIATION, INC.

The immediate objectives are in conu' ction with 31/2 a. The general problem of jet, vane steering de-
in. and 5 in. fin-stabilized and 5 in. spin-stabilized vices is being considered. A literature survey (German
solid fuel rockets. Instruments are being developed material) was made, and some aerodynamic tests have
to measure: been run in the small supersonic wind tunnel. Life

1. 'Maximum pressure and pressure gradients tests on vane materials have been made in the exhaust
in free air surrounding the exhaust. of an Aerojet 38ALDW-1500 JATO unit.

2. Maximum temperature and temperature 7. R-cTi',o" Moions, I;C.
gradients in free air surrounding the exhaust. a. Task 3, BuAer Contract NOa(s) 7866. The

3. The temperature and temperature graldients original assignment of this task required the develop-
in thc exhaust flame itself. ment and prototyping of a liquid nitrogen evaporator

4. Variations with time of temperature and for pressurization of propellant tanks adequate to
pressure in the surrounding air. operate the 6,000-lb. thrust liquid oxygen-alcohol

5. The temperature and pressure developed on water unit developed under Task 1 of this contract.
the surface of local structure in the field of blast. The equipment was built by Linde Air Products

6. Sound frequency spectrum analysis and according to specifications set up by R.M.I. The unit
energy output distribution in the region up to 21 operated two 1,500-lb. motors satisfactorily, but it
kilocycles,. was necessary to modify it to operate four. The com-

7. The mechanical condition of each rocket plete unit was extremely heavy and was designed with
motor before firing and the alignment of the jets. a larg6 safety factor, hence it is good for ground test

8. The dynamic condition during firing includ- stand operation only. The unit could conceivably be
ing a measurement of axial thrust, torque, and assyn- redesigned, however, for aircraft use, but there is
metric loading about the center of gravity, small probability of saving in overall weight over a

The long-range objectives include: pressurized system. The density of the system, how-
1. Maximum pressures and pressure gradient ever, would be increased materially, and this is ira-

in tubes and ducts both straight and with bends. portant from drag considerations.
2. Maxinum temp.-ature in and on tubes and This work is being continued under Phase 3 of Task

ducts. 9 BuAer Contract NOa(s) 8540.
3. The effects both on the rocket and on the b. Phase 2, Task 9, BuAer Contract NOa(s)

duct, of inuffled type exhaust. This work will include 8540. The investigation of both nitrogen and helium
temperature, pressure, and duct thrust measurements. gas-feed systems to determine time proper capacity of

4. The velocity of the gases in ducts and in high pressure tanks taking into account all associated
free air. problems.

5. The radiated energy distribution in the fre- c. Phase 5, Task 9, BuAer Contract NOa(s)
- quency range from 21 kilocycles through several mega- 8540. The systematic studies of regulators and valve

cycles. characteristips for determination of flow capacity,
6. Investigation of shock wave phenomena, pressure drop, and regulation.

This work will include the development of possible d. Portable acid aniline servicing equipment is
counter shock means. discussed on page 31 of this report.

7. Determination of the results on turbulence e. A large rotary rocket test stand is discussed
and temperature of using rough wall exhaust tubes of on page 36 of this report.
flexible type. 8. WHITE SANDS PROVING GROUND.

8. Gas sampling techniques and equipment for a. The work at White Sands, Ft. Bliss, Texas, is
measuring gas products ot combustion. This apparatus under the joint direction of U. S. Army Ordnance and
will be designed for use in confined wing spaces as well the General Electric Company in connection with Pro-
as open air. ject HERMES. No development work is under way on

9. Pressure and blast effects surrounding muz- rockets except incidental work in improving or chang-
zles and breeches of both normal and recoilless guns. ing the A-4 power plant which becomes necessary as

The work has been divided into 42 projects, of part of the regular launching prog- a. The develop-
which only 21 are being pursued dlue to lack of per- ment of the HERMES II missile, idf hich the A-4 acts
sonnel. At this point only a portion of the instrumen- as a booster, may occasion some further development.
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LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

VI. FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL
A. Aero jet Engineerinq Corporation, Azusa, 2. FACILITIES. Present facilities consist of: (1)

California four test stands for liquid propellant motors of 10,000
1. 1ERSONNEL. A total of over 500 people is em- lbs., 6,000 lbs. 1,500 lbs., and 250 lbs. thrust; (2) one

ployed. The research division has 85 people, including turbine punii; test stand, and (3) one small test stand
40 mechanics, 4 stenographers, 40 engineers and scien- for turbine combustion chaaiber and control studies.
ti4s. The engineering group consibL of approximately All machine shop NN ork is done in the experinental air-

. 9.1 engineers and draftsmen. The remainder of the craft shop, and hydraulics testing is done in conjunc-
staff is comprised of administrative, clrical, mechani- tion A% ith the rocket test stands. A stealn ejector type
cal, and production personnel. supersonic wind tunnel is contemplated as being neces-

2. FACILTmES. sary for the successful completion of the Bell portion

a. The Aerojet facilities, other than test. stands, of Project METEOR.
consist of a machine shop, sup)ly and shipping ware- The Bell plant is located in the country at an air-
houses, administrative offices, engineering department port and is thus ideally situated from the standpoint
andI drafting rocm, production builaimgs for solid of testing noises and flight, test facilities.
propellant units, chemistry laboratory, hydraulic lab-
oratory, research department offices and separate C. Eclipsc-Pioncer Division, Bendix Aviationassembly and machine shop and numerous other small Corporation, T'eterboro, New Jersey

buildings which are used by the above groups for 1. PERsoNNEL. There are approximately twenty
additional space. A considerable portion of all of the people of engineering or scientific caliber in the re-
facilities is devoted to solid propellant rocket work. search engineering division. Only a small portion of

b. A total of fourteen test stands, one ring chan- these is directly engaged in the research and design
nel, and one detonation pit arc available for liquid of the rocket propellant pumps described elsewhere
and solid propellant rocket work. Two test stands arc in this report, but the entire group is available for
used exclusively for solid propellants. The largest solid consultation and advice.
propellant motor tested to date is the 2AS66000. Six 2. FACILITIE6. The Research Engineering Test Lab-

stands are assigned to the research division and six to oratory is located in a small two-story building of
the engineering department for 'iquid )ropellant tests. approximately 75' x 75'. This building is equipped with
Essentially all of these stands are of what may be a small shop in which testing is conducted on turbines
called conventional design. The rocket motors or sys- and pumps, air supply from four naval torpedo flasks
tens are mounted on suitable structural steel frame- is used to provide an air jet of about MN[ach number
works with provisions for thrust measurement. Con- 2.0 for thirty seconds in a 2-inch line. This drives the
trols and instrumentation are located in blockhouses turbines for cold tests. This building also contains an
which provide adequate proteetion from and view of altitude chamber for simulating altitudes up to 50,000
the apparatus under test. It will be possibie to test ft. The shops of the main plant are available for
liquid propellant, motors up to 20,000 lhs thrust, with fabrication of the test articles.
present instrumentation and controls, as soon as a test All hot tests of the pumps and turbines will be con-
stand and tanks planned for immediate construction ducted at the test facilities ,f Reaction Motors, Inc., at
are completed. The ring channel is used .or hydro- Lake Denmark, New Jersey.
pulse testing and the detonation pits for propellant
shock and sensitivity tests. D. Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporaton,

The company and test stands are located approxi- T'ultee Field, Downey, California
mately one-half mile from the nearest residential area, 1. PERSONNEL. There are approximately fifteen en-
and there has been no serious objection to the noise gincers and draftsmen assigned to the ducted rocket
of rocket testing. program and about five technicians or mechanics.

2. FACILITIES. Two blowers are available for work;

B. Bell Aircraft Corporation, Buffalo, New York 3,000 c.f.m. of standard air is delivered at 100 p...i.
1. PERSONNTL. Sixteen engineers or scientists and gauge by a two-stage reciprocating compressor. The

fifteen technicians, mechanics, and shopworkcrs are other compressor (Sutorbuilt-Rootb) will deliver
being tilized to carry out the Bell rocket program 15,000 t.f.m, of standard air at 10 p.6.i, gauge. The
for Project o METEOR. latter is being used for the ducted rocket tests.
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The blowers are located in a large open space of b. Proposed. A contract is under negotiation with

many acres, and are about 500 ft. from the main the AAF for a test facility to be installed at Picatinny

factory building. They are sufficiently distant from Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey. Present plans call for the

settled communities so that there will probably be no following equipment at this location.

serious complaint about the noise. 1. Two 20,000-lb. test stands.
E. Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Propeller Division, 2. One 30,000-lb. test stand (angle firing).

Caldwell, New Jersey 3. One 60,000-lb. test stand (angle firing).
Ca~wU, Nw Jesey4. One component test facility (pump~s, valves,

1. PERSONNEL. Fifty-eight people in all are now

directly engaged in liquid propellant rocket develop- etc.) for systems up to 60,000 lbs.

ment at Curtiss. This number may be broken down 5. Duplication of Items 3 and 4 and joint use
into two administrative engineers, thfirty-five engi- of Item 2 for other contractors is being considered.

neers, ten mechanics, and machinists, five test engi- 6. Separate pump sheds will be set up from

neers, and six secretarial and clerical. It is anticipated which the propellants wili be fed by steam-driven

that this group will grow to between one and two turbine pumps to the various test stands.

available. 7. Block House for control of Items 1, 2, and 3.
hundred people, depending upon facilities It will require approximately one and one-half years

a. Present. The engineering and drafting rooms to construct this facility, if the contract is granted.

occupy approximately 4,300 sq. ft. with considerably F. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

more space available, if necessary. The machine, mock- 1. PERSONNEL. Approximately one hundred people
up, and electronic-hydraulic shops occupy about 5,900 are employed at the Malta test station, where all
sq. ft. in a former AAF training school barracks sepa- rocket motor designs and tests are undertaken. An
rate from the main plant. additional average of twenty people is employed at

The test facility is housed in two small buildings the main plant in Schenectady, where all fabricating
located on the Caldwell Wright Airport adjacent to the and special problems are handled.
Propeller Division flight test hangar, about one mile 2. FAcILrrIES. The Malta Test Station of the Gen-
from the main plant. The Control and Observation eral Electric Company "Project Hermes" is located
building of approximately 700 sq. ft. is of wooden 22 miles north of Schenectady and 11/2 miles inside of
construction and houses a small shop as well as a single the border of a very large forest reserve. It is ideally
control room for the two test stands. An open court suited from the noise and disturbance standpoint, but
separates this structure from a fireproof Rocket Test 11/2 hours are lost daily per man traveling to and from
building of 1,300 sq. ft. which houses two test stands work.
and miscellaneous components test rigs. Three test stands are presently in operation. Test

The smaller test stand is complete with pressurized stand No. 1 will handle motors up to 1,800 or 2,000 lbs.
tanks for testing motors up to 1,500 lbs. thrust and thrust with present propellant tanks but can be readily
the larger stand is built to take motors up to 10,000 revised to handle larger motors. Test stand No. la is
lbs. thrust. The latter stand is interesting from the an appendage on test stand No. 1 and uses the same
point of view of propellant supply. The fuel is sup- instrumentation. It is designed primarily for small
plied by a motor-driven horizontal type centrifugal motors using the high energy propellants.
pump which will deliver the necessary flow-rates at Test stand No. 2 is used for testing motors up to
pressures up to 700 p.s.i. A motor-driven vertical 4,000 lbs. thrust at present, and new propellant tanks
pump pressurizes the coolant supply. The liquid oxy- will be installed to handle motors up to 8,000 or 10,000
gen may be supplied from the storage tank by a lbs. The motors in the above three stands are fired
centrifugal pump as soon as it is built and tested. In horizontally. Flow rates are measured by a L'unning

the interim the oxygen supply is pressurized by helium propellant tank weight reading which is later cormcted
gas. In addition, it is planned to incorporate a for the pressurizing gas weight. All standard meusure-
specific impulse meter into this stand. The instrument ments are taken and continuously recorded tirough
will be set up so as to divide the thrust by the total the runs.
flo.w rate with an electrical circuit. Thus it will be Two additional vertical firing test stands are under

possible to determine rapidly the variation in specific construction. These stands will handle 50,000-lb.
impulse with mixture ratio by manually varying the motors for 50 seconds or larger motors for less time.
propellant flow rates. Some objection to the noise An additional test area is being planned for flow
from the local populace is anticipated and sound sup- studies in determining accurately gas requirements
pressing equipment is to be installed, for pressurizing propellant tanks.
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The main building at the test site is 95% complete H. M. TV. Kellogg Company, Jersey City, N. J.
and will contain the following functions: offices, draft- 1. PERSONNEL. About twenty engineers %nd scien-
ing room, chemistry laboratory, instrument shop (for tists and five technicians have been assigned to the
repair and calibration, and a small amount of develop- Rocket Engineering Division. An indeterminate numn-
ment), photographic laboratory, hydraulic laboratory, ber of mechanics and machinists are employed in
and assembly shop. fabricating and assembling test equipment. The per-

A small machine shop is available for doing main- sonnel of the Special Projects Department of the
tenance and test stand work, and two portable Army M. W. Kellogg Company, about one hundred fifty
machine shops on trucks are used for on-the-spot people, are more or less directly concerned with rocket
work. The water supply building is being used at motor development.
present as a flow study and hydraulic laboratory, but 2. FACILITIES. Two test stands are available for
this will soon be transferred to the main building. rocket testing. One stand is designed for motors ul) to

Two 11-ft. diameter spheres are to be installed for 200 lbs. thrust and the other for motors in the 10,000-
liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen storage. The oxygen lb. thrust range. Standard types of Bourdon gauges
and nitrogen will be evaporated and compressed for and thermocouples are used as part of the instrumen-
propellant tank pressurization. Liquid oxygen is tation in both test stands. A machine shop is avail-
transported from the sphere to the test pits in 100- able along with facilities for assembly work, hydraulic
gallon Linde buggies. Alcohol fuels are being stored testing, and pump and turbine testing.
in standard Army gasoline trucks. The main activity of the M. W. Kellogg Company

The facilities of the main plant in Schenectady are is the engineering of chemical process plants, and hence
available for all fabrication work in addition to the facilities are available for construction of heavy
various laboratories typical of such large organiza- chemical equipment. Well-equipped general chemical
tions. and metallurgical laboratories are used by the rocket

division.G. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Instituteru isl c t d o t e o t k r sofJ s y C t ,hi PdThe pl-nt is located on the outskirts of Jersey City,
oj Technology, Pasadena, California adjacent to Newark Bay on a large plot of ground in

1. PERSONNEL. Five hundred people in all are em- an industrial district. Noise and handling of dangerous

ployed at the Laboratory, of which one hundred are a trial str Noiseriousadiffiar.

of scientific or engineering caliber, and the remainder materials should offer no serious difficulty.

are technicians or mechanics. I. Aircraft Engine Laboratory, National Advisory
2. FACILITIES. Eight small test cells, each contain- Committee for Aeronautics, Cleveland, Ohio

ing two 1,000-lb. thrust test stands, are available for 1. PERSONNEL. Twelve scientists, including chem-
liquid propellant rocket testing. In addition, a stand ists, physicists, electrical, chemical, and mechanical
for motors of 20,000 lbs. or over is located at the Army ies, y c, eectial emial, an mecnc
Air Base at Muroc, California. engineers, etc., are actively engaged in the rocket

Besides the test stands, offices, and engineering frogram. Six mechanics are available at the test site
department, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is well for testing operations.
equipped with supplementary facilities. These include 2. FACILITIES. The general facilities at NACA,

a machine shop, a complete hydraulic laboratory, an Cleveland, are very extensive and are tailored to power

instrument shop, a chemical laboratory, and an excel- plant work. There are some fifty buildings located on

lent metallurgical laboratory. The latter contains an a large tract of land adjacent to the Cleveland Air-

electron microscope, an X-ray diffraction machine, two port. They have their own hangars and can flight-test

electric furnaces which will reach 4,000°F., and a large airplane-rocket combinations such as JATO, rocket

hydraulic compressor for forming or molding porous- planes etc. Main shop facilities are elaborate and they
walled combustion chambers and nozzles of powdered are capable of prototype construction of large units.

metals. A fluid mechanics laboratory for the investi- The laboratory has four liquid rocket test stands.

gation of fundamental problems, and an aerophysics A central instrument room is used to house the more
laboratory for missile guidance and control problems expensive and elaborate recording instruments, and

are also available, this room is used for all stands. Pressu'e measure-
In addition, funds are available for the construction ments are recorded in the test cells. Tvo propellant

of a large supersonic wind tunnel which will reach storage buildings are located nearby, as well as a small
Mach number 4.6 in a 17 in. by 20 in. working section. assembly shop and remote control room for dangerous
It is estimated that this facility will be in operation tests. The rocket test site is located at some distance
within the next eighteen months. from the main buildings and earth mounds are used
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to provide protection between buildings and to act as California, cmploys eight Unginee and tWenty-fiu
sound deflectors. The site is sufficiently isolated, how- mechanics.
ever, so that noise should not become a serious 2. FAcIITImEs. Three rocket motor test stands are
problem. presently available. Two are set tip for the "Gorgon"

and "Lark" missiles motor testing and one is planned
J. U. S. Naval Gun Factory, Washington, D. C. for testing German equipment. The stands are in-

1. PERSONNEL. The exact number of p)ersonnel stalled on three concrete anti-aircraft gun emplace-
assigned to Project No. 408 "Investigation of Rocket ments, and control lines are run underground to three
Blast Characteristics" is variable depending on per- heavily reinforced concrete block houses. Only two of
sonnel available and status of work. The problem is the block houses are equipped for testing, and instru-
primarily one of instrumentation, and so these people mentation consists of standard temperature and pres-
are not necessarily of direct interest to this report.

2. FACILITIES. sure recording apparatus, along with additional
a. Mobile Laboratory. Because of Gun Factory pressure and temperature gauges and the necessaryegula.ions rohibi ng r tor g of n atrye electrical controls. The surrounding area is protectedregulations prohibiting the storing or firing of large from the test stands by a 10-ft. high steel piling wall,

quantities of potentially explosive materials it is
necessary that most measurements be made at field open on the seaward side in the direction of firing.
stations. In order to facilitate the assembly and Each stand is also separated by a shore wall in the

operation of the complex equipment essential to blast immediate area of the test equipment.

and pressure wave research, a van with trailer has A large 40 ft. x 100 ft. Quonset Hut immediately
been procured and is being prepared as a mobile blast adjacent to the test stands is being set t::) as an
research laboratory. This trailer will contain all of the assembly shop and storage building. One end is sub-
instrumentation required, plus repair facilities, cali- divided into a small office, hydraulic test shop, and
bration means, and replacement parts. A dark room is pump test room.
also included. An elaborate pump test stand is being built for this

b. Field Test Facilities. It is planned that both group under a contract to the Bone Engineering Con-
captive and free rocket tests will be made in connec- pany, Glendale, California. This stand will be capable
tion with this program at the Naval Proving Ground, of testing and automatically recording the test data of
Dahlgren, Virginia. The plans call for a reinforced high speed turbo-driven pumps and will supplement or
concrete hood, opening a. one end onto a concrete replace a small capacity stand now in use.
apron 20 ft. wide by 25 ft. long. Inbedded in the A small well-equipped machine shop is located a
concrete apron and in the floor of the hood is a series short distance from the test pits and is capable of
of parallel rails spaced three ft. on center. The purpose producing and modifying moderate size test motors,
of these rails is to permit the clamping of steel framo- pumps, etc. A small chemical laboratory and instru-
work and supports for mounting pickups and investiga- ment shop are also available for the necessary services
tion apparatus. The rails in the hood will anchor the of ordinary testing operations such as propellant
dynamometer stand and absorb the thrust of the analysis and instrument calibration.
rocket. In addition to these main features of the rocket The test area is rather ideally situated from the
. . p 4" a "1 4"Lest , ,acilis arc incorporaL I for drainage and standpoint of noise disturbance (by small or inter-
electrical lighting and experimenttd, circuits. It is mediate size motors) to the local citizens, and the
planned to park the mobile blast research laboratory Mugu Airstrip is close at hand for flight-test work.
beside the concrete hood where it can serve as a control During certain portions of the year fog will cause
center of operation. If the first stand, now under con- considerable interruption of flight testing.
struction, is successful, a total of thirty stands will be Plans are underway for a permanent facility at Pt.
built. Mugu, and these include a considerable increase inc. Naval Gun Factory. Excellent shops and lab- office, engineering, shop, and testing space or buildings.
oratories are available for the design, development, At the moment all present facilities are considered
and construction of practically all types of instrumen- temporary, and pending decision on funds available,
tation including optical, electronic, temperature, pres- the permanent construction will be undertaken.
sure, etc.

K. Naval Air Missiles Test Center, Pt. Mugu, L. North American Aviation, Inglewood, California
California 1. PERSONNEL. The propulsion division of the North

1. PERSONNEL. The rocket laboratory at Pt. Mugu, American Acrophysics Department contains approxi-
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inately fifty engineers and twenty draftsmen and The shops of the main plant, will be used for most
technicians. fabrication work. These are typical shops for an air-

2. FACILITIES. The Aerophysics Laboratory engi- craft company and arc capable of doing all operations
neering activities and some of the test facilities are for constructing rocket motor- excpt furging and
set up in two locations of the main North American castings. Flight test facilities (piloted aircraft) are
Aviation Plant at Los Angeles Municipal Airport. available at the main plant.

Engineering and drafting occupy a room approxi-
mately 60 ft. x 300 ft., and the electronic, hydraulic, M. Naval Ordnance Testing Station, Inyokern,
and test equipment listed below is housed in laboratory California

space of equivalent size. 1. PERSONINEL. There are 450 engineers or scien-
a. A-4 power plant set up for educational pur- tists and 1,500 technicians or mechanics employed at

poses. NOTS. In addition there are many construction and
b. Supersonic wind tunnel with 1%" x 414" maintenance l)eople. The exact number of people

working section at M = 3.2. assigned to liquid rocket' work is not' known, but it is
c. Burner test setup utilizing the plant air supply probably less than 1% of the total listed above.

for solid fuel ram jet and rocket sweat cooling research. 2. FACILITIES. NOTS is l)rimarily a guided missile
d. Wave study channel for studying water wave- launching and test station, and so is mainly concerned

shock wave analogies, with launchers and tracking devices. The equipment
V e. Mock-up and experimental machine shop. in this line is rather extensive. A large new concrete

f. Chemistry Laboratory. research building is under construction and will prob-
g. Electronic and servo laboratory. ably be occupied in March. This will house the physics

Three 'mall test stands are located on local com- and chemistry research laboratories. It will also have
pany property. One blockhouse controls two of the a materials testing laboratory for routine testing.
pits, one of which is presently set up for a 300-lb. There is a concrete building for static firing of
thrust liquid oxygen-alcohol motor and the other for liquid rockcts. It has two test cells and has been used
a 1,500-lb. acid-aniline motor. In addition to the for firing nitrogen peroxide-aniline motors having
test stands, a small assembly shop, a propellant stor- about 300 lbs. thrust. The instrument room is pro-
age building, and a hazardous chemical research lab- vided with continuous l)hotograplhic recording of oil-
oratory are located.,on the same site. The research filled diaphragm pressure gauges.
laboratory is used for small-scale testing of i weat Additional facilities are available for the handling,
cooling, and propellant analysis, etc., that arn; too forming, and testing of large solid propellant rocket

4 dangerous for the main laboratory. booster units.
The company has recently leased a site approxi-

mately on mile square in Ventura County in the N. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Santa Susana mountains (about thirty-five miles 1. PERSONNEL. There are about sixty people work-
Northwest of the NAA plant). It is reasonably well ing on Liquid Hydrogen and related problems.
isolated and is intended as a static test site for large 2. FACILITIES. There are extensive facilities in the
motors, complete missiles, and other hazardous work. chemistry building for carrying on the liquid hydrogen

The present plans call for the following equipment investigations. There is equipment for studying ther-
and laboratories: modynamic properties, absorption spectra, heat eapaci-

a. Two test'stands for 3,000-lb. motors. ties, heat conductivities, PVT relations, and chemical
b. Rocket component test building (10 test bays). reactivities. There are plants for the preparation of

i c. Six additional test stands for small-scale liquid air, liquid hydrogen, and liquid helium. There
rocket, sweat cooling, and ram jet testing. are also facilities for research at very high tempera-

d. Liquid hydrogen plant (25 liters/hr. capacity). tures (high frequency induction heating).
e. NATIV missile test stand. In a separate building about a mile from the chem-
f. Two motor test stands for up to 100,000 lbs. istry building the work on rocket motors is conducted.

thrust. It is designed to care for all fire and explosion hazards.
g. Heat transfer research laboratory. Rather large quantities of liquid H. can be handled.

The location of thp ;ite was chosen primarily for There are testing machines for studying the physical
its isolation. It is ideal from this standpoint. No flight properties of material (tensile, hardness, impact
test facilities are available there, however; all launch- strength, etc.) at teml)eratures from 20,K. to roon
ing will be done at Alamogordo, New Mexico. temperature. A small-scale rocket motor test stand is
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available for testing liquid H. and 0. motors up to flight test operations is appoxinately fifteen miles.
1,000 lbs. thrust. P. James Coolidge Carter, Pasadena, California

0. Reaction Motors, nc., Dover, New Jersey Mr. Carter is a consulting engineer in the field of

1. PERSONNEi. The company employs three hydraulics and with particular regard to centrifugal

dr1. people, of which cighty-five ar engineering per- pumps for liquid propellant rockets. With the aid of
drodnele, aryinfro m h gtven to e erighy pone or two draftsmen, all design work is (lone by Mr.
sonnel, varying from draftsmen to several highly Carter and all fabrication and construction is sub-

2 trained scientists. contracted out. No test facilities are availhihn and all
2. FacILITEs. Reaction Motors is locatedl on a tsigms e(oei h otatn gny

portion of the land belonging to the U. S. Naval testing must be (lone by the contracting agency.

Ammunition Depot, Lake Denmark, New Jersey, and Q. Jet Specialties Company (Subsidiary of C. I.
the test stauid area is located on property of the U. S. Farman Industries), Pasadena, California
Army Picatinny Arsenal. The Jet Specialties Company consists primarily of

The present facility consists of an office building of an office and storage facilities for items on hand. All
approximately 3,000 sq. ft. of floor space, a cafeteria manufacturing is farmed out to qualified agencies
with additional office space of 3,000 sq. ft., and two capable of producing the necessary items.
modified two-story barracks buildings of about 25,000
sq. ft. area. About 20% of this is devoted to the engi- R. White Sands Proving Ground, Los Cruces,
neering department and the remainder to experimental New Mexico
shop, production shop, electronics laboratory, chemical 1. PERSONNEL. The total figures of personnel kcat-
laboratory, heat treating laboratory, welding shop, and ed at White Sands and Fort Bliss, and particularly
supply. The shops are equipped to do any type of those connected with rocket work, are not available.
work involved in rocket and pulse jet construction A large portion of the group, however, is made up of
except foundry work, which is farmed out. German engineers and scientists.

The test stand area is located approximately three- 2. FACILITIES. Present laboratories consist of a
quarters of a mile from the main buildings and consists mechanical laboratory (900 sq. ft.), chemical labora-
of eight test stands made of modified Quonset huts and tory (1,200 sq. ft.), materials test laboratory (1,000
reinforced concrete. Two additional test stands are sq. ft.), and a control laboratory (2,000 sq. ft., under
located about 300 yards from the above stands and construction). In addition, an air flow test stand is
are designed to handle large motors. Linde Air Prod- under construction, which consists of 400 cu. ft. of air
ucts has installed several large spherical liquid oxygen storage capacity at 3,000 p.s.i. and two 3,000-p.s.i. 70
containers, some of which are for pure storage and cu.ft./min. diesel compressors. The stand is a blow-
others that may be pressurized for operation of a 6,000- down type and a reducing valve is used to regulate the
lb. thrust motor for four minutes running time. A flow. A static test stand is also under construction for
large bank of 20-ft. long nitrogen cylinders has been proof-testing of A-4 rocket motors. The larger por-
installed for pressurization on any or all of the eight tion of White Sands is devoted to assembly, testing,
small test stands. and launching of A-4 sounding rockets, and adequate

The test stands are suitably located from the stand- shops and launching facilities are available for this
point of noise. The nearest airport suitable for piloted work (49).
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